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Observing the Sun with ALMA

Growth of the Science Archive community
QSOs behind the Magellanic CloudsKMOS AGN survey at high redshiftThe MessengerNo. 163  March 2016
The Organisation

The Signing of the ALMA Trilateral Agreement
Nikolaj Gube1Tim de Zeeuw11
ESO

in stunning discoveries, with more still
being revealed.Quite naturally for a project of this sizeand complexity, matters have evolvedconsiderably from the early days whenthe ink of the first signatures on theagreement was not even dry. Also quitenaturally, the initial agreements no longerfully reflect the current modus operandiof ALMA. NINS is now fully committed toALMA operations, the ALMA DirectorsCouncil was created while other committees were disbanded, and ALMA hasmoved on from being a constructionproject to operations, and is on its way toa steady state. The ALMA parties ESO,NINS and NSF thus decided to review thehigh-level agreements and consolidatethem in a single consistent agreement the Agreement Concerning Operations ofALMA  which was signed in Tokyo on15 December 2015.ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)

The first Atacama Large Millimeter/sub
millimeter Array (ALMA) Agreementbetween ESO and the US National Science F oundation (NSF) entered into forceon 25 February 2003, following variousearlier approaches and contacts betweendifferent radio astronomy projects, andas a result of the visionary key decision tojoin the strengths and efforts of the NorthAmerican, East Asian and European projects in Chile. Japan, through the NationalInstitutes of Natural Sciences (NINS), formally joined the construction project ayear later.
Since then, ALMA has developed tre
mendously. Sixty-six antennas have beenbuilt and commissioned, and now populate the Chajnantor Plateau in northernChile. All the antennas are equippedwith, and supported by, cutting-edgetechnologies, hardware and software;upgrades and the opening of more frequency bands continues to enhance thecapabilities. All the necessary infrastructure, buildings and roads on the ALMAsite and in Santiago have been constructed and  last, but surely not least the technicians, engineers, scientistsand administrative staff from all over theworld and with many different culturalbackgrounds have learnt to work togetherfor the good of the project. The lastremaining milestone  the Residencia is in an advanced state of constructionand due to be occupied later this year.There have already been more than threeyears of science observations  resultingFigure 1. Signing ofthe ALMA TrilateralAgreement in Tokyo on15December 2015,by the three representatives of the ALMApartners. Left to right:Timde Zeeuw, ESODirector General;K atsuhiko Sato, NINSPresident; F. FlemingCrim, NSF AssistantDirector.
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Text of the Speech by the ESO Director General, Tim de Zeeuw,
at the Signing of the ALMA Trilateral AgreementS. Otarola/ESO

President Satoh, Professor Hayashi,
Dr.Crim, distinguished colleagues andfriends from NAOJ, NSF and ESO.It is a pleasure to say a few words onbehalf of ESO at todays ceremony, whichmarks the next phase in the intercontinental ALMA project, namely the signature of the Trilateral Agreement governingthe operational phase, which sees allthree Partners, NINS, NSF and ESO onan equal footing.It is just over thirty years ago since theIAU Symposium 115, entitled Star-formingRegions, took place in the Hotel Metropolitan here in Tokyo in November 1985.The topic and timing were related to thecoming online of the Nobeyama 45-metretelescope and interferometer, both ofwhich were world-leading at the time. Mywife Ewine and I were postdocs, and weparticipated in the Symposium. It was ourfirst direct and very positive encounterwith Japanese astronomy. The visit to theNobeyama Radio Observatory was oneof the highlights of the entire week!In preparation for todays event, I lookedagain at the published proceedingsfrom that Symposium, and discoverednot only a detailed list of participants, butalso three photos showing nearly everyone who attended. Amazingly, quite afew are here today! Many others also hadkey roles in making ALMA become areality, or became leaders in other areasof astronomy! The cast included threefuture IAU Presidents (amongst whom ofcourse Norio Kaifu), two Directors ofNRAO (Paul Vanden Bout and Fred Lo),the first ALMA Director (again VandenBout), all three chairs to date of the ALMAProposal Review Committee (Neal Evans,Anneila Sargent and Francoise Combes),members and chairs of the ALMA Board(Evans, Sargent, Ewine van Dishoeck,Shoken Miyama, Hideyuki Kobayashi,Masahiko Hayashi), future Directors General of NAOJ, NINS and ESO, the formerGemini and STScI Director and c urrentAURA President (Matt Mountain), as wellas many others.Ewine and I subsequently attended theIAU General Assembly in Delhi and thentook a tour of Rajasthan together with afew US colleagues and a small group ofJapanese astronomers led by Kaifu, and
including Masatoshi Ohishi and Hiroko
Suzuki, who sadly passed away too soon.In the years that followed, plans weremade on three continents for a next generation facility, with much increasedresolution and sensitivity. This naturallyled to the idea of a large interferometeron a very high site, with the best high-frequency receivers that can be built. Thepower of a radio interferometer goes upwith the square of the number of antennas, so by combining the individual plansin East Asia, North America and Europeinto the worldwide ALMA partnership itwas possible to build a much more powerful facility at an affordable cost.Building the array in northern Chile onChajnantor, half-way up into space, withthe strong support of the Chilean government, was a fairly natural step for NSF,which funds optical observatories in Chile,and certainly for ESO, which operates theLa Silla Paranal Observatory there. ButChile is very far away from where we aretoday. I admire the commitment of ourJapanese and East Asian colleagues fortaking the bold step to go for the bestsite worldwide and join ALMA.ALMA construction was started as abilateral project between NSF and ESO,and Japan joined soon after via bilateralagreements with each. This was a keystep as it enabled ALMA to become a trulytransformational facility. It also strengthened the partnership and enriched it withan additional scientific community andculture. Of course it also projected Japanstraight into the global arena, buildingon the success of Nobeyama and of theSubaru Telescope on Hawaii.
Figure 1. Night-time operations of ALMA on the
Chajnantor Plateau.
As ALMA construction proceeded, it
became clear that it would be very usefulto replace the three bilateral agreementsby a single Trilateral Agreement governingoperations, which would take intoaccount the experience gained duringconstruction.The development of the Trilateral Agreement was performed by a small group,consisting of Masa Hayashi and SatoruIguchi for NAOJ/NINS, Dana Lehrand Phil Puxley for NSF, and the formerCouncil President Xavier Barcons,Nikolaj Gube and myself for ESO. Nikolajwas the main keeper of the documentand garnered credit from all involved. Iam pleased he is here today, and want toexpress my thanks to him and all othersin the team for the very constructive spiritin which the Trilateral Agreement waswritten, which has further increased thelevel of trust between the Partners.The ALMA conference which took placein Tokyo last year demonstrated thatthe dream of a truly transformational facility for astronomy has become a reality.I am certain that the power and efficiencyof the facility will continue to increase inthe years to come. It is a testimony to thevisionary and motivated individuals wholaid the groundwork more than threedecades ago, and turned it onto a reality.Who could have thought this in 1985when many of us met during IAU Symposium 115 as young astronomers!
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An aerial view of the ALMA high site during daytime, showing a relatively close packing of the12-metre antennas, with the ALMA Compact Array(the Morita Array) at upper right.
Telescopes and Instrumentation

The Growth of the User Community of the
La Silla P aranal Observatory Science ArchiveMartino Romaniello1Magda Arnaboldi 1Cristiano Da Rocha 2Carlos De Breuck 1Nausicaa Delmotte1Adam Dobrzycki 1Nathalie Fourniol 1Wolfram Freudling 1Laura Mascetti 2Alberto Micol 1Jrg Retzlaff 1Michael Sterzik1Ignacio Vera Sequeiros1Myha Vuong De Breuck 212ESOTERMA GmbH, Germany

The archive of the La Silla Paranal
Observatory has grown steadily intoa powerful science resource for theESO astronomical community. Established in 1998, the Science ArchiveFacility (SAF) stores both the raw datagenerated by all ESO instruments andselected processed (science-ready)data. The growth of the SAF user community is analysed through access andpublication statistics. Statistics are presented for archival users, who do notcontribute to observing proposals, andcontrasted with regular and archivalusers, who are successful in competingfor observing time. Archival data fromthe SAF contribute to about one paperout of four that use data from ESO facilities. This study reveals that the blendof users constitutes a mixture of the traditional ESO community making noveluse of the data and of a new communitybeing built around the SAF.The content of the ESO Science ArchiveFacilityThe ESO Science Archive Facility1began operating in 1998, a few monthsahead of the start of science operationsof the Very Large Telescope (VLT); seePirenne et al. (1998). It is the operational,technical and science data archive ofthe LaSilla P aranal Observatory. Assuch, it stores all the raw data, includingthe ambient weather conditions, fromthe LaSilla P aranal Observatory, i.e., thetelescopes on Paranal, the ESO teles
copes on LaSilla and the Atacama
Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) antenna onChajnantor. Also available through theSAF are data from selected La Sillainstruments, for example, the GammaRay burst Optical/Near-infrared Detector(GROND), the Fibre-fed Extended RangeEchelle Spectrograph (FEROS) and theWide Field Camera (WFI), together withthe raw data for the UKIDSS WFCAMsurvey obtained at the United KingdomInfrared Telescope (UKIRT) in Hawaii.Access to science data is initially limitedto the Principal Investigators (PIs) of theobserving programmes that generatedthem and to their delegates2. After theexpiration of this proprietary period, whichis typically one year, data are available tothe community as a whole. Data havebeen accessible from the SAF worldwidesince April 2005; prior to that they werelimited to ESO Member States. Raw datafrom Public Surveys are public immediately, without any proprietary restriction.The non-PI use of data is the focus of thepresent article.Over time, the SAF has grown to containabout 650 TB of data in 33 million filesand ~ 23 billion database rows containingheader keywords that describe the datathemselves. Redundant copies of thearchive contents provide protection againstloss of data. The typical inflow to theSAF is about 12 TB of new data a month,while about 15 TB/month are served toscience users.The SAF contains the raw data as generated at the telescopes and selectedprocessed data; the latter are eithercontributed by the community (seeArnaboldi et al., 2014) or generated atESO (Romaniello et al., 2016). Raw data,as extracted from the SAF, need to beprocessed before they can be used forscience measurements. This processingis required to remove the signatureimprinted on the science signal by theEarths atmosphere and the telescopesand instruments themselves and in orderto calibrate the results into physical units.A user tool within the SAF associatesthe applicable calibration files to raw science data needed to perform this processing. ESO supports data processingby individual users by providing softwaretools that implement the relevant algo
rithms. The Reflex environment (Freudling
et al., 2013) allows the data to be conveniently organised, so that they can berun through the processing steps to interactively assess the quality of the resultsand, if needed, iterate on them.Processed data are also available fromthe Science Archive Facility. They can beused directly for scientific measurements,thus alleviating the need for users todo any data processing of their own. Asmentioned above, the SAF is populatedwith processed data through two channels. On the one hand, data-processingpipelines are run at ESO for selectedinstrument modes to generate productsthat are free from instrumental andatmospheric signatures and calibrated inphysical units. They cover virtually theentire data history of the correspondinginstrument modes and are generated byautomatic processing, without knowledgeof a specific science case. Checks arein place to identify quality issues with theproducts. On the other hand, the community contributes data products generated with processing schemes optimisedto serve specific science cases and thathave, in most cases, been used for theresults in refereed publications. Thesecontributed datasets, which are validatedin a joint effort between the providersand ESO before ingestion into the archive,often include advanced products likemosaicked images, source cataloguesand spectra. Thorough user documentation, detailing the characteristics andlimitations of the various collections ofprocessed data, is also provided. Thisdetail is particularly important, as it enables users to decide whether the data aresuitable for their specific science goals.The publication of such processed datain the SAF dates back to 25 July 2011,with the first products from Public Surveyswith the VIRCAM infrared camera onthe VLT Infrared Survey Telescope forAstronomy (VISTA) generated by the corresponding teams (Arnaboldi & Retzlaff,2011). Processed data generated at ESOhave been available since September2013. All processed data are searchablehomogeneously through the samearchive interfaces.In the following we discuss the growth ofthe user community of the ESO Science
The Messenger 163  March 2016
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12 000
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Use of the Science Archive Facility:
A growing communityThe community accessing data fromthe SAF is large and varied. Taking as areference point the date of publicationin the SAF of the first processed datafrom Public Surveys in July 2011, morethan 4500 unique users have accessedarchived non-proprietary data, raw orprocessed. To put this figure into context,in the same time period there were 2500distinct PIs submitting proposals forobserving time on the ESO telescopes(8700 Co-Investigators [Co-Is]), 1500 ofwhom were successful. Simply from anumerical point of view, accessing nonproprietary data that are readily availablethrough the SAF is a resource for theESO community comparable to the classical route of proposing customisedobservations. Moreover, the rate at whichthe SAF is accessed is accelerating: ittook 11 years from mid-1998 to collectthe first half of the current base of uniqueusers, but only six to collect the otherhalf. The current trend is to add about50new archive users per month, a trendthat shows no sign of flattening off. In
The Messenger 163  March 2016

fact, the desire to download data, for
which it is necessary to be registered tothe ESO User Portal3, is the driver fornew registrations, at an average rate of23 per day.The most frequent uses of archive datainclude the preparation of new observations, both to check feasibility and to avoidduplications (when submitting observingproposals it is mandatory to demonstratethat suitable data are not already presentin the archive), and making novel scientific use of the data beyond the originalscope for which they were taken. Newdata are swiftly made available throughthe SAF to PIs of ongoing observingprogrammes for prompt science exploitation and to allow the observing strategyto be revised and refined, if needed. Thetime delay for raw data appearing in theSAF, and being available for download, istypically one hour from acquisition at thetelescope for the La Silla Paranal Observatory, and 12 days for APEX.Access to science-ready processed dataWhen compared to the eighteen-yearhistory of the SAF, which started out in1998 containing only raw data, systematic availability of processed data is afairly recent addition, dating back to July2011. The available science-ready processed data are listed4, and links are provided for access to the data. Both thedata products contributed by the community and those generated at ESO arein great demand by science archiveusers. From the first publication of data01.162016.
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Figure 1. Access to SAF data products as a function of time plotted for distinct users (left panel) anddistinct requests (right panel). In both panels thegreen line displays access to products contributedby the community (deployed on 25 July 2011), theblue line shows access to products generated atESO (deployed on 10 September 2013) and theorange line is for access to either type of products.
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products in 2011 to January 2016, in
excess of 1300 unique users haveaccessed products of either origin. (Forcomparison, this is more than 1.5 timesthe number of PIs and Co-Is of the PublicSurveys currently running at ESO and,in the same period of time, the SAF hadalmost 3500 unique users accessingraw data). About 30 % of users who haveaccessed processed data have neverdownloaded raw data: they can thereforebe seen as a net addition to the archiveuser community, drawn to it by the availability of processed data. Also, users keepreturning to the SAF, submitting on average 6.5 data requests each.The detailed distributions are shown inFigure 1, where access to SAF data products is displayed as a function of time.It should be recalled that processed datagenerated at ESO cover virtually theentire history of the corresponding instrument modes, without knowledge of anyspecific science use case. They are processed to remove instrumental andatmospheric signatures and to calibratedata in physical units. Data contributedby the community, on the other hand,generally go further in terms of processing level and are usually processed witha specific science goal in mind. In the leftpanel of Figure 1, the number of uniqueusers accessing the SAF is plotted;in the right panel, the number of uniquerequests. Related to the latter, at leastpart of the reason why the number ofaccesses to processed data generated atESO grows so much faster than thosecontributed by the community is attributable to the different publishing patterns.
Figure 2. Access to the
ESO Catalogue Facilityis shown as a functionof time. As of December2015, the 30 cataloguesavailable have beenaccessed by more than300 unique users, at apace that increases withtime.350Number of queries / 10Distinct usersNumber of catalogues  10
30025020015010050

Data from external providers are pub
lished in batch releases and so thearchive users, after data have been published, generally need just one requestto retrieve the dataset in which they areinterested. In contrast, reduced datagenerated at ESO feed the archive in asemi-continuous stream, which thenleads users to submit several requests toretrieve the same amount of data..15
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Object catalogues are also very much in
demand. They represent the highestlevel of processed data in that they contain the physical properties of celestialobjects, such as magnitudes in differentbands, shape parameters, redshifts orradial velocities, chemical abundancesand stellar parameters. These propertiescan be queried through a dedicatedinterface (the ESO Catalogue Facility 5)2500
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Figure 4. Same asFigure 3, but for userswho have accessedp rocessed data fromthe ESO ScienceArchive Facility.
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Figure 3. Number ofproposals for telescopetime submitted (leftpanel) and scheduled(right panel) by userswho have accessedraw data from the ESOScience Archive Facility.Different shades ofblue indicate the role ofarchive users in suchproposals: PI, Co-I, oreither.
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The science products that are most
frequently accessed by the archive usersare 1D spectra (about 1.5 million files),followed by single-band source lists(~130000 files), images (~ 40 000 files)and object catalogues (~ 20 000 files).In excess of 1400 unique users accessprocessed data in the ESO SAF, includingimages, spectra and object catalogues;a number that continues to grow. It isinteresting to note that requests for theraw counterparts to processed data haveso far remained constant, and not (yet?)2500
As PI: proposed

which allows complex constraints across
the different parameters, dependenton the nature of the different catalogues,plus a unique identifier and celestial coordinates, which are always present. Atthe moment, all the catalogues currentlyavailable were contributed by providersin the community, mostly as a resultof Public Surveys or Large Programmes.Access statistics to the ESO CatalogueFacility are summarised in Figure 2. Ascan be seen, all of the 30 cataloguescurrently available have been accessedby more than 300 unique users.34567Number of proposals
10
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Figure 6. Archive data usage in
refereed publications as a functionof time. The blue bars representthe fraction of papers that onlymake use of data for which thereis an overlap between the authorsof the paper itself and the PI andCo-Is in the original observing proposals. The red bars representthe papers for which there is nosuch overlap and the green onesthe p apers that used data bothwith and without overlap.75
50
25
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declined as might have been expected.
We will, of course, continue to monitorthis trend in the future.Observing proposals by archive usersThe use of the archive expands the ESOscience user community beyond its traditional boundaries of application for timeto obtain observations specifically tailoredto a given problem. This effect is shownin Figures 3 and 4, in which the numberof observing proposals submitted andapproved are displayed for archive usersof raw and processed data, respectively.The numbers are similar in both casesand paint a very interesting picture:almost 30 % of archive users have neverapplied for their own observing timewith ESO, neither as PIs nor Co-Is (darkblue bars). For them, the SAF is the onepoint of contact with ESO, from wherethey readily access the data they needfor their s cience. It is also interesting tonote that, among those who did submitproposals for observing time, only aboutFigure 5. Distributionof the professionalp rofile category ofarchive users, asentered by users themselves in their ESO UserPortal account profile,is shown by type ofarchive request (leftpanel: for data products;middle panel: for rawdata). For comparison,the professional category of PIs of Phase1observing proposals isshown (right).
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10 % of users who have downloaded archi
val data were consistently unsuccessfulin being awarded observing time, ascompared to about 30 % for the generalpopulation of those who have appliedfor telescope time. It seems, then, thatbeing an archive user is also beneficial inorder to write successful proposals!The demographics of archive usersIn Figure 5 we contrast the professionalcategory of users of the archive and ofPIs of observing proposals, as enteredby the users themselves in their UserPortal account profile. The differencesamong archive users and PIs of observing proposals, which of course partlyoverlap, are not very large. Notwithstanding, there may be an indication that students constitute a larger share amongthe archive users compared to proposalPIs. The SAF is also an entry point toESO (and observational astronomy!) forthe younger generation, who will becomethe users of the future.
Archival refereed publications
Among the different uses of archival data,generating refereed publications is certainly one of the most important. As partof an effort to track publications from itsfacilities, the ESO Library classifies andtracks archival papers, defined as papersin which none of the authors was part ofthe original observing proposal that generated the data used in the paper itself.This definition is a conservative one andlikely to underestimate the actual contribution of archive science to the total output of an observatory. It is, however,well defined and, therefore, well suited forcomparisons among different data centres. The contribution of archival papersto the total output of ESO refereedpapers is shown in Figure 6: after an initial gradual ramp up, archive papers havecontributed to about 25 % of the outputof refereed papers that make use of ESOdata for the last several years.A paper is classified as using archivedata if none of its authors was PI or Co-I
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2/64%
Raw data100%
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Pipeline processed data
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Figure 8. The number of data product types listed in
Figure 7, whose archive access was rated between"Somewhat Important" to "Essential" according tothe respondents to the ESO in the 2020s user poll(Primas et al., 2015).
Reduced data products
created by PIsFigure 7. Percentage of users that rate differenttypes of archive data holdings as Somewhat Important to Essential (solid line) or Essential to VeryImportant (dashed line), based on the answers tothe question How important is access to the following sorts of archived data products in order to maximise your scientific productivity? taken from theuser poll ESO in the 2020s. 1439 responses werereceived (Primas et al., 2015).
of the original proposal that generated
the data itself, which corresponds to thesum of red and green bars in Figure 6.The source of the plot, and of many moreinteresting statistics and information, isthe ESO T elescope Bibliography (telbib6),as curated by the ESO librarians. Theinference is that about 25 % of archivalpapers use data never published by theteam that proposed and was awardedtime for the original observations. Seenfrom a different perspective, about 5 % ofdata from the La Silla Paranal Observatory, including APEX, are only publishedas archive papers.Conclusions and outlookDuring its lifetime, the Science ArchiveFacility has established itself as a powerful science resource for the ESO astronomical community, now contributing toabout one paper out of four that use datafrom ESO facilities. This is the result of amixture of the traditional ESO communitymaking a novel use of the data and of
a new community being built around the
SAF itself. The growing importance ofarchival research is a trend that is expected to become increasingly importantin the future, as highlighted by the recentESO/ESA Workshop on science datamanagement (see Romaniello et al., p. 46).When asked How important is accessto the following sorts of archived dataproducts in order to maximise your scientific productivity? as part of the user pollESO in the 2020s (Primas et al., 2015)none of the 1439 respondents indicatedthat archived data is not important.Furthermore, the majority of respondents(53 %) think that archive access to all ofthe six data categories offered as choicesare, and will remain, somewhere betweensomewhat important to essentialfor their research. The detailed responsesare visualised in Figures 7 and 8.In order to meet the challenges of astronomy in the future, ESO is actively developing the SAF in close collaboration withthe community at large. This development is occurring both in terms of content and user services. On the first point,the quality and quantity of data productsare being continuously enhanced. Services for data exploration, discovery andexploitation, within the SAF itself andin conjunction with other data archivesare being developed to follow the evolution of astronomy into a multi-messenger,multi-wavelength, multi-facility science.AcknowledgementsWe would like to express our appreciation to ourESO colleagues in the Directorate for Engineeringwho have worked hard and successfully towards thedevelopment of the Science Archive Facility and tothose in the ESO Library for tracking the use of ESOfacilities in publications. Data end up in the archiveat the end of a long and complex path that goesfrom the submission of observing proposals, throughthe definition and execution of the observations, tousers who generate and return processed data forthe benefit of the community at large: our thanks goto all those involved!ReferencesArnaboldi, M. & Retzlaff, J. 2011, The Messenger,	 146, 45Arnaboldi, M. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 156, 24Freudling, W. et al. 2013, A&A, 559, A96Pirenne, B. et al. 1998, The Messenger, 93, 20Primas, F. et al. 2015, The Messenger, 161, 6Romaniello, M. et al. 2016, The Messenger, in prep.Links1
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FORS2 Rotating Flat Field Systematics Fixed 
Recent Exchange of FORS LADC Prisms Improves theLong-known Flat-fielding ProblemHenri Boffin1Sabine Moehler 1Wolfram Freudling11ESO

For many years the FORS2 instrument
has suffered from artefacts in the flatfields caused by surface inhomogeneities on the longitudinal atmosphericdispersion corrector (LADC) thataffected high-precision photometricand spectroscopic measurements.Recently, the FORS LADC prisms wereexchanged, and our analysis of a largenumber of flat fields shows that thisexchange has resulted in a significantdecrease in the level of small-scaleartefacts.One of the most recent techniques usedto probe the atmospheres of exoplanetsis transmission spectroscopy, whichrelies on measuring how the transit depthof a planet crossing the disc of its hoststar varies with wavelength. Such measurements require extreme precision at the level of 100 ppm  and can onlybe done with space- or large groundbased telescopes. After some pioneeringwork done by Bean et al. (2010) with theFORS2 instrument attached to the VeryLarge Telescope (VLT), this field wasbrought to a halt at ESO until very recentlybecause FORS2 measurements produced unexpectedly high systematics inthe differential light curves obtained withthis instrument. These systematics turnedout to be impossible to calibrate out reliably (see Boffin et al. [2015] for a moreextended discussion).In parallel, Moehler et al. (2010) studiedthe twilight flat fields obtained withthe two FORS instruments and foundstructures that rotated with the fieldrotator, structures that had a significantimpact on photometric measurements.These authors concluded that the originof these structures was the LADC anddeveloped a technique to minimise theimpact of these artefacts on photometry.The current FORS2 calibration plan routinely acquires the necessary data for theimplementation of this method (Bramich10
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Figure 1. Comparison of rotator-angle dependent
features in the FORS2 flat fields (i.e., corrected fordetector/filter dependent features, see text fordetails) for the R_SPECIAL filter, before (left) andafter (right) the prism exchange of the LADC. Thescale represents artefacts on a scale between0.995(black) to 1.005 (white).
et al., 2012; Coccato et al., 2014). These
structures were also at the origin of thesystematics affecting exoplanet transmission spectroscopy.In order to improve the spectroscopicperformance, the FORS2 LADC prismswere exchanged with the uncoatedones of FORS1  which has been dismounted to leave space for other, secondgeneration instruments at the VLT. Thepreliminary results were clearly veryencouraging, as the red noise due to systematics significantly decreased afterthe exchange, making it possible to perform transmission spectroscopy withFORS2 again (Sedaghati et al., 2015).As part of the regular calibration plan,sufficient data have been collected sincethe exchange of the prisms to allow usto look again at the level of rotating structures in the twilight flat fields of FORS2and investigate whether they have largelydisappeared. To this aim, we collectedFORS2 twilight flat fields taken with thestandard setup with the filters b_HIGH,v_HIGH, R_SPECIAL, and I_BESS. Aspart of the mitigation process, FORS2twilight flat fields are now taken almostevery four to seven nights (in the abovefilters at least) with a random rotator angleon sky.1.001
1.002
1.003
1.004

We selected at most five frames per 5
angle range for rotator angles between180 (angles outside that range wereadjusted by adding/subtracting 360).We then combined the frames from thetwo detectors, after correcting each byits overscan bias, normalised each frameby its median and then median-stackedall the frames (per filter and detector)and normalised each frame by the corresponding stack to remove any rotatorindependent structure. Each normalisedframe was then rotated to a rotator angleof 0 and to a random rotator angle.Finally all rotator angle 0 and randomrotator angle frames were again medianstacked.This exercise was performed for framesobserved between 1 February and31October 2014 (before the LADC prismexchange) and between 13 November2014 and 4 August 2015 (after the LADCprism exchange). Figure 1 shows theresult for filter R_SPECIAL. Note that thedark stripes come from the gap betweenthe two detectors.The frames are displayed in the contrastrange of 0.9951.005, i.e. 0.5 %. Thesmall-scale structures clearly visible inthe old data are gone, leaving only agradient across the field. This probablyexplains the improvement we have seenin the precision with which it is possibleto perform transmission spectroscopy.The presence of the gradient indicatesthat photometry over the whole field stillrequires attention to the rotator angleand, therefore, that the current calibration
plan should not be changed, as we still
need to collect the data to be able to correct for rotation effects.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Jonathan Smoker for ac areful reading of the manuscript.
ReferencesBean, J. L., Miller-Ricci Kempton, E. & Homeier, D.	 2010, Nature, 468, 669Boffin, H. M. J. et al. 2015, The Messenger, 159, 6Bramich, D. et al. 2012, The Messenger, 149, 12Coccato, L. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 438, 1256Moehler, S. et al. 2010, PASP, 122, 93Sedaghati, E. et al. 2015, A&A, 576, L11Links1

 ORS2 News page: http://www.eso.org/sci/
Ffacilities/paranal/instruments/fors/news.htmlESO/H. H. Heyer

We will continue to monitor the structures
in the twilight flat fields, to prevent userstrying to perform observations at thelevel that is not attainable should theoptics in FORS2 be degraded. As there isno longer a coating on the FORS2 LADCprisms, we do not expect, however, toencounter the same problem as before,
which was due to a degradation of the
anti-reflection coating. The result of ourmonitoring will be put on the ESO FORS2public web pages1.
Unit Telescope 1 (Antu),
the current location ofthe FORS2 instrument.In this photograph (from2007), one of the Auxiliary Telescopes, belonging to the Very LargeTelescope Interferometer (VLTI), is positionedin the foreground.
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A Simpler Procedure for Specifying Solar System Objects
in Phase 2Benot Carry 1, 2Jrme Berthier 11
IMCCE, Observatoire de Paris, PSL
Research University, CNRS, SorbonneUniversits, UPMC Univ Paris 06,Universit Lille, France2L aboratoire Lagrange, Universit deNice Sophia Antipolis, CNRS, Observatoire de la Cte dAzur, FranceObservations of Solar System objectsin Service Mode require a special procedure. Observers preparing ObservingBlocks must submit a detailed ephemerides file for each target for the wholeduration of the observability period,which can sometimes be the entire ESOPeriod. These ephemerides files areASCII files and follow a strict format,compatible with the VLT parameter fileformat. We present a simple web service that is now available to replace theformer two-step process.ESO ephemerides requirementsAs with many other telescopes, VeryLarge Telescope (VLT) observationsdone at a non-sidereal tracking raterequire a special procedure at the VLT.In Visitor Mode (VM), each visiting astronomer is responsible for updating boththe coordinates and the apparent motionof the target at the time of execution ofan Observing Block (OB), prepared withthe Phase 2 Proposal Preparation tool(P2PP). In this case, the choice of sourceof ephemerides, and its format, is at thediscretion of the visiting astronomer.The situation is different in ServiceMode (SM), where the staff at Paranalexecute OBs prepared weeks in advanceby remote astronomers. The procedureset by ESO for Phase 2 preparation inthe case of moving targets thus includesthe submission of an ephemerides filetogether with each OB. Both the contentand format of these ephemerides files arestrictly defined. The ESO Phase 2 webpages1 document these requirementsthoroughly. We limit the description hereto the core of these files.12
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Figure 1. The PAF query form, hosted at IMCCE and
ESO. Here, ephemerides are requested for (134340)Pluto, from Paranal, for the entire Period 97, with atime step of 10 minutes. The PAF parameters refer tothe cut-off on the target airmass ( 1.5) and the Sunselevation ( 0 degrees) for displaying ephemerides.
For each OB, the ephemerides file lists
the successive coordinates and apparentmotion of the target, for the whole duration of its observability period. The apparent displacement of the target cannotexceed 30 arcseconds between two consecutive entries (3 arcseconds in thecase of SINFONI, due to its much smalleracquisition field of view). As a result,such files may contain up to several thousand entries.The coordinates are requested as topocentric astrometric equatorial coordinates, at J2000 equinox (InternationalCelestial Reference Frame). The VLT telescope control system corrects for precession, nutation, annual aberration andatmospheric refraction, and coordinatesshould not be submitted as apparentcoordinates.Ephemerides computation at IMCCEThe Bureau des longitudes, createdduring the French Revolution by the lawof Messidor 7, year 3 by the ConventionNationale, is the academy responsiblefor the definition of the French nationalephemerides. The practical realisation ofthese ephemerides is entrusted to theInstitut de mcanique cleste et de calculdes phmrides (IMCCE). Aside fromthe official astronomical and nauticalephemerides publications2, the IMCCEreleases ephemerides computationsthrough its website.
The ephemerides of planets and small
Solar System objects (SSOs) are computed in a quasi-inertial reference frame,taking into account post-Newtonianapproximations. The geometric positionsof the major planets and the Moon areprovided by Intgrateur NumriquePlantaire de l'Observatoire de Paris(INPOP) planetary theory (Fienga et al.,2014). Those of small SSOs (asteroids,comets, Centaurs, trans-Neptunianobjects) are calculated by numerical integration of the N-body perturbed problem(GraggBulirschStoer algorithm:Bulirsch & Stoer, 1966; Stoer & Bulirsch,1980), with the exception of the naturalsatellites, for which positions are obtainedfrom dedicated solutions of their motion,e.g., Lainey et al. (2007; 2004a, b) forMars and Jupiter, Vienne & Duriez (1995)for Saturn, Laskar & Jacobson (1987)for Uranus, and Le Guyader (1993) forNeptune. The typical accuracy of asteroidand comet ephemerides are at the levelof tens of milliarcseconds, mainly due tothe accuracy of their osculating elements.In 2005, the IMCCE started to implementVirtual Observatory (VO) compliant interfaces in its ephemerides services (Thuillotet al., 2005). A web portal3 describesthe various services, such as Solar System object identification (SkyBoT: Berthieret al., 2006), or general ephemeridescomputation (Miriade: Berthier et al.,2009). All our services are accessible viaweb services (based on the SOAP andHTTP POST method) which allows interaction between the application and theservices via HTTP request and webforms, and are integrated in several VOcompliant software packages, such asthe widespread Aladin Sky Atlas (Bonnarelet al., 2000). We describe below anextension of the Miriade ephemerides
generator to simply and quickly generate
ephemerides files compliant with ESOPhase 2 requirements.A simple solution for Phase 2 preparationWe have implemented the strict VLTparameter file format (PAF) as one of thepossible outputs of the Miriade VO ephemerides generator. This makes it easyto generate a fully PAF-compliant ephemerides file by setting the pafParamsoption within the Miriade web service.ReferencesBerthier, J. et al. 2009, European Planetary Science	 Congress 2009, 676Berthier, J. et al. 2006, ADASS, ASP Conference	Series, 351, ed. Gabriel, C., Ponz, D. & Enrique,S., 367Bonnarel, F. et al. 2000, A&AS, 143, 33Bulirsch, R. & Stoer, J. 1966, Numerische	Mathematik, 8, 1Fienga, A. et al. 2014, Scientific notes
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Msci/observing/phase2/SMSpecial/MovingTargets.html2Publications of IMCCE: http://www.imcce.fr/en/publications/publications_officielles.html3IMCCE VO Web Portal: http://vo.imcce.fr/4IMCCE ephemerides query form: http://vo.imcce.fr/webservices/miriade/?forms5ESO Phase 2 ephemerides query form:http://www.eso.org/sci/observing/phase2/SMSpecial/MovingTargets.html6S sODNet target name autocompletion:http://vo.imcce.fr/webservices/ssodnet/7Q uery form source code:http://vo.imcce.fr/webservices/miriade/?clients
ESO, B. Yang and Z. Wahhaj

In order to reduce the final number of
entries, the service includes a test on twoparameters: the target airmass and theSuns elevation above the horizon. Onlyentries satisfying both conditions (targetabove a threshold airmass, and Sunbelow a threshold elevation) are reportedby the service. The default thresholdsare an airmass of 2.6 and an elevation of0degrees, i.e., sunset and sunrise.
We have also developed a simple query
form, hosted on both the IMCCE4 andESO5 websites, in which users need onlyfill in the target (helped by the auto-completion Application Program Interface[API] of our SsODNet6 service), theobservatory (Paranal or La Silla), the timespan and time interval of the ephemerides entries, and, optionally, the thresholds for entry selection (see Figure 1). Thecode source of this query form can beprovided upon request7, and copy-pastedinto any web page, the computationsbeing carried out at IMCCE.
The two hemispheres of
the dwarf planet Ceresare visible in this seriesof images, taken twoweeks apart, made bythe Spectro-PolarimetricHigh-contrast ExoplanetREsearch (SPHERE)instrument. Several transitory bright spots areseen, whose nature isnot yet well understood.The NASA Dawn satellite is currently in orbitaround Ceres. SeePicture of the Weekpotw1536 for moredetail.
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The young reflection nebula IC 2631 illuminated
by the bright Herbig Ae/Be star HD 97300 inthe Chamaeleon I dark cloud at about 150 pc.HD97300 has a rich circumstellar environmentwith C 60 (Buckminsterfullerene) detected. Thisc olour composite derives from B-, V- and I-bandimages taken with the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope and the Wide Field Imager. See Releaseeso1605 for more details.Astronomical Science

New Eyes on the Sun  Solar Science with ALMA
Sven Wedemeyer 1University of Oslo, NorwayCorona (AIA94+335+193)

In Cycle 4, which starts in October
2016, the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) will beopen for regular observations of theSun for the first time. ALMAs impressive capabilities have the potentialto revolutionise our understanding ofour host star, with far-reaching implications for our knowledge about starsin general. The radiation emitted atALMA wavelengths originates mostlyfrom the chromosphere  a complexand dynamic layer between the photosphere and the corona that is prominentduring solar eclipses. Despite decadesof intensive research, the chromosphere is still elusive due to its complexnature and the resulting challengesto its observation. ALMA will changethe scene substantially by opening up anew window on the Sun, promisinganswers to long-standing questions.The Sun  A dynamic multi-scale objectThe impressive progress in groundbased and space-borne solar observations, together with numerical modelling,has led to a dramatic change in ourpicture of the Sun. We know now that thesolar atmosphere, i.e., the layers abovethe visible surface, cannot be describedas a static stack of isolated layers. Rather,it has to be understood as a compoundof intermittent, highly dynamic domains,which are intricately coupled to oneanother. These domains are structuredon a large range of spatial scales andexhibit a multitude of physical processes,making the Sun a highly exciting plasmaphysics laboratory.High-resolution images and moviesfrom modern solar observatories impressively demonstrate the Suns complexity,which is aesthetic and challenging atthe same time (see Figure 1). While mostof the Sun is covered by quiet (or quiescent) regions, a few active regions areprominently apparent. They are characterised by strong magnetic field concentrations, visible in the form of sunspots,Corona (AIA171)
Chromosphere (AIA304)

Height in the solar atmosphere
Photosphere (HMI)Wedemeyer, SDO/NASA

Figure 1. The Sun as seen with NASAs space-borne
Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) on 20 December2014, exhibiting a prominence on the top right limbof the solar disc. The images on the right side showclose-ups of an active region observed in differentfilters, which essentially map plasma within differenttemperature ranges and thus at different heightranges in the solar atmosphere. The lowest panelshows the photosphere, whereas the top twoimages map the corona at temperatures of morethan 6  105 K and at millions of Kelvin, respectively.ALMA will observe mostly the intermediate layer, thechromosphere, which is displayed in red.
able. Amongst the most important, cur
rently used, diagnostics are the spectrallines of singly ionised calcium (Ca II) andmagnesium (Mg II), and H. Examplesof observations of the chromosphere inthe Ca II spectral line at 854 nm areshown in Figure 2 for different types ofregion on the Sun, all of them exhibitinga complicated structure shaped by theinteraction of magnetic fields and dynamicprocesses.
and produce flares, i.e., violent eruptions
during which high-energy particles andintense radiation at all wavelengths areemitted. It is fascinating to realise that theSun, a reliable source of energy sustaining life on Earth, is at the same time thesource of the most violent and hazardousphenomena in the Solar System.
The real problem, however, lies in the
interpretation of these observationsbecause these spectral lines have complicated formation mechanisms, whichinclude non-equilibrium effects that area direct result of the intricate nature ofthe chromosphere. This layer marks thetransition between very different domainsin the atmosphere of the Sun. Many simplifying assumptions that can be madefor the photosphere no longer hold forthe rarer chromosphere. There, the matter is optically thick for some wavelengthranges, but mostly transparent for others.The ionisation degree of hydrogen, themajor ingredient of the Suns plasma, isclearly out of equilibrium due to hot, propagating shock waves ionising the gas,but recombination does not occur instantaneously. Consequently, the observedintensities of chromospheric diagnosticsusually depend on a large number offactors, which are non-local and involvethe previous evolution of the plasma.Deriving the true plasma properties froman observable is therefore a complicatedtask with limited accuracy.
Observing the elusive solar chromo
sphereThe different radiation continua andspectral lines across the whole spectrumoriginate from different domains or layerswithin the solar atmosphere and probedifferent, complementary plasma properties. Consequently, simultaneous multiwavelength observations, as obtainedduring coordinated campaigns with spaceborne and ground-based instruments,are a standard in modern solar physics.Unfortunately, only a few suitable diagnostic techniques for probing plasmaconditions in the chromosphere are avail
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The combination of the complicated,
dynamic and intermittent nature of thechromosphere, with its non-linear relations between observables and plasmaproperties and the small number of usefuldiagnostics, have hampered progress inour understanding of this enigmatic layer.On the other hand, this challenge hasdriven the development of instrumentation and theory. Currently, ground-basedobservations with the Swedish 1-metreSolar Telescope (SST), aided by adaptiveoptics and advanced image reconstruction methods, achieve a spatial resolutionof ~ 0.1 arcseconds, which correspondsto about 70 kilometres on the Sun. Thenext generation of solar telescopes withmirror diameters of the order of 1.5metrescurrently, and 4 metres in the near future,will continue pushing towards smallerscales, which seems inevitably requiredin order to explain many observed solarphenomenon not yet understood.Figure 2. Chromospheric images taken inthe core of the Ca IIinfrared triplet line at awavelength of 854.2 nm,one of the currently mostused chromosphericdiagnostics. The observations were carriedout with the Swedish1-metre Solar Telescope.The field of view is about1  1 arcminute (~1/30of the solar diameter).(a) An active region withan ongoing mediumclass flare (inside thecircle). (b) The chromosphere above a sunspotclose to the limb. (c) Aquiet region inside acoronal hole close to thedisc centre. (d) A decaying active region with apronounced magneticnetwork cell close to thedisc centre. Courtesy ofL. Rouppe van der Voort(see also Wedemeyer etal., 2015).

ALMA and a new view of the Sun

chromosphere. In other words, the radia
tion at millimetre wavelengths gives directaccess to fundamental properties suchas the gas temperature, which are otherwise not easy to obtain. This uniquecapability comes, unfortunately, at aprice, namely the comparatively longwavelength and the resulting low resolution for a given telescope size compared to optical telescopes. Resolvingthe relevant spatial scales on the Sunwould require enormous single telescopeapertures. The technical answer to thisproblem lies in the construction of largeinterferometric arrays composed of manytelescopes, mimicking a large apertureand facilitating reliable imaging of anextended source like the Sun. Despitemany noteworthy efforts in the past, onlyALMA can now achieve imaging with aneffective spatial resolution, which is, atthe shortest wavelengths, close to whatis currently achieved at visible wavelengths and thus is sufficient for investigating the small-scale structure of thesolar chromosphere.
The solar radiation continuum at milli
metre wavelengths, as will be observedwith ALMA, may provide answers tomany open questions because it servesas a nearly linear thermometer forthe plasma in a narrow layer of the solar
High-resolution imaging is only one of
several key capabilities that make ALMAso interesting for solar observing. Inaddition, the high achievable temporaland spectral resolution and the ability tomeasure polarisation are crucial. Since16
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the chromosphere changes on short
dynamic timescales, long integrationtimes result in smearing out the pattern,most notably on the smallest scales,which tend to evolve fastest. The firstALMA observations in Cycle 4 will alreadybe able to allow for a time resolution ofonly 2 seconds, which enables the studyof the complex interaction of magneticfields and shock waves and yet-to-bediscovered dynamical processes features that otherwise would not beobservable. At the same time, the necessary high time resolution makes observing the Sun different from many otherastronomical objects. Exploiting theEarths rotation for improving the Fourieruv plane coverage is not an optionand thus other solutions are required foradequate imaging of solar features.The continuum radiation received at agiven wavelength originates from anarrow layer in the solar atmosphere withthe height depending on the selectedwavelength (see Figure 3). At the shortestwavelengths accessible with ALMA, i.e.0.3 millimetres, the radiation stems fromthe upper photosphere and lowerchromosphere, whereas the uppermostchromosphere is mapped at ALMAslongest wavelength (just short of 1 centimetre). Rapid scanning through wavelength, which might be achieved via rapidreceiver band switching in the future,thus implies scanning through height inthe solar atmosphere. Such observationsequences could be developed intotomographic techniques for measuringthe three-dimensional thermal structureof the solar chromosphere  a truenovelty with a significant scientific impact.The polarisation, which ALMA canmeasure, provides a measure of the longitudinal component of the magneticfield vector at the same time and in thesame layer as the continuum radiation. Inthe same way, a scan through wavelengthcan be used to reconstruct the threedimensional magnetic field structure inthe solar chromosphere. Measuring themagnetic field in this layer is in itself a hottopic and has been tried many times.Furthermore, the many spectral channelsand the flexible set-up of the ALMAreceiver bands opens up a number of newpossibilities. Radio recombination andmolecular lines at millimetre wavelengthsHot plasma
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Figure 3. Schematic structure of the atmospheric
layers in Quiet Sun regions, i.e. outside the strongestmagnetic field concentrations, exhibiting a multitudeof different phenomena. The black solid and dottedlines represent magnetic field lines. The arrow to theleft and coloured bars illustrate the height rangemapped by ALMA. Aspect ratio is not to scale. FromWedemeyer et al. (2015).
are expected to have a large diagnostic
potential, providing complementaryinformation about the thermal, kineticand magnetic state of the chromosphericplasma and possibly adjacent layers.These unprecedented capabilities promise important new findings for a largerange of topics and progress in fundamental questions in contemporary solarphysics, although the details need to beinvestigated first.Central questions in solar physicsThe chromosphere plays an importantrole in the transport of energy and matterthroughout the solar atmosphere andinfluences a number of currently poorlyunderstood phenomena. Given ALMAsunique capabilities, there is little doubtthat ALMA will advance our knowledgeof the chromosphere in all its differentflavours ranging from quiet solar regionsto flares. In particular, substantial progress can be expected regarding centralquestions in contemporary solar physics,which we describe below.Atmospheric heatingSince the late 1930s, it has been knownthat the gas temperature in the outerlayers of the Sun rises, counter-intuitively,from a temperature minimum of around4000 K at only a few hundred kilometresabove the visible surface to values inexcess of a million degrees Kelvin in thecorona (Edln, 1943; see Figure 5). Theobvious conclusion is that the outer layersof the Sun are heated, but more than70 years later it is still not clear exactlyhow. The same applies to the outer layersof other stars, too, making coronal andchromospheric heating a central and longstanding problem in modern astrophysics.After many decades of research, a largenumber of processes are known, whichcould potentially provide the amountof energy required to explain the hightemperatures deduced from observations. The question has therefore shiftedto which processes exactly are the mostrelevant. It seems plausible to assumethat a mix of different processes isresponsible and that their heating contributions vary for the different types ofregion on the Sun, each of which havedifferent magnetic field environments andthus different activity levels. Some processes provide continuous heating, producing a basal contribution, while others(e.g., flares, see below) have by naturea more transient effect and cause morevariable and intermittent heating.

Next to magnetic reconnection pro
cesses and Ohmic heating, wave heatingprocesses emerge as the most likelyheating candidates outside flaring regions(see, e.g., De Pontieu et al., 2007). Thewaves can be primarily distinguishedbetween acoustic and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves, where the latter aresubdivided into different wave modes,including for example Alfvn waves. MHDwaves can in general contribute directlyor indirectly to heating the atmosphericplasma, i.e., through perturbation of themagnetic field resulting in damping of thewaves and the associated release ofmagnetic and kinetic energy. The consequences of this heating are, for instance,observed in the form of the ubiquitousspicules at the solar limb.A large number of observations and theoretical models suggest further potentialcandidates for relevant heating mechanisms, for example magneto-acousticshocks, gravity waves, (magneto-acoustic)high frequency waves, transverse kinkwaves, multi-fluid effects and plasmainstabilities, to name just a few. The largenumber of possible heating mechanismshas made it difficult to determine whichof them actually dominate and how theirheating contributions depend on the typeof region on the Sun. Knowledge of theircharacteristic properties, e.g., their spectral signatures, would in principle allowthe different mechanisms to be identified,
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Figure 4. Illustration of a 3D numerical model of a
small region in the solar atmosphere (left). The gastemperature in a horizontal cross-section in thechromosphere at a height of 1000 km (centre) corresponds closely to the brightness temperature at awavelength of 1 mm (right) as derived from a detailedradiative transfer calculation involving the wholemodel atmosphere. The close match between patterns demonstrates that ALMA can serve as a linearthermometer for the chromospheric plasma.
the disentangling of their contributions
and could reveal the sources and sinks ofheating in the chromosphere throughwhich all energy has to pass on its wayinto the corona. This crucial task, however, ultimately requires quantitative andprecise measurements, which can produce datasets that completely and unambiguously describe the thermal, magneticand kinetic state of the chromosphericplasma in a way that is time-dependentand in three spatial dimensions. ALMAhas the potential to deliver just suchimpressive datasets, making it a potentialgame-changer that would take an essential step towards answering the chromospheric/coronal heating problem.The answer to the heating problem wouldhave direct implications for the nature ofstellar atmospheres and their activity ingeneral. Observations of the activity as afunction of stellar type, e.g., by using theobserved flux density in the Ca II H + Kspectral lines as a chromospheric activityindicator, reveal a lower limit, known asbasal flux (Schrijver, 1987). The exactsource of this basal flux, however, is stilldebated. It is most likely the combinedproduct of heating due to acoustic wavesand processes connected to the atmospheric magnetic field. In this respect, the18
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Sun may serve as a Rosetta Stone for
deciphering the various contributions fromthe different phenomena to stellar activity,and ALMA would be the tool of choice.Solar flaresALMA will also be able to make substantial contributions to answering many openquestions concerning solar flares, whichcan be considered as one of the majorproblems in contemporary solar physicsand thus a very active field of research.While many details are as yet unknown, itis clear that solar flares are producedby the violent reconfiguration and reconnection of the magnetic field in the solaratmosphere. As a result, large amountsof energy, which were stored in the magnetic field prior to an event, are releasedexplosively in the form of radiation andhigh-energy particles, which are accelerated to very high speeds. The emittedBrightness temperatureat a wavelength of 1 mm

radiation covers the whole electro
magnetic spectrum from gamma-raysand X-rays to radio waves. The strongestsolar flares observed occur in activeregions with strong magnetic fields andrelease energy on the order of a few1032 ergs, equivalent to a few billionmegatons of TNT (Emslie et al., 2005).Not all flares are equally strong, but theyspan a large range of strengths. Themuch weaker micro- and nano-flaresoccur on small spatial scales and maycontribute to the heating of the corona ina more subtle and continuous way. Incontrast, the strongest flares are sometimes accompanied by coronal massejections (CME) and can lead to the ejection of solar plasma into interplanetaryspace. Such space weather events canhave notable effects on Earth, rangingfrom beautiful aurorae to disruptions of
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Figure 6. Shaping a new research field: high-
resolution solar millimetre astronomy.
power grids (like the Quebec blackout in
1989) and the satellite infrastructure onwhich our modern society so sensitivelydepends.The strong flares observed so far maynot mark the upper end of the scale. Thepossible occurrence of super-flares isdiscussed (Maehara et al., 2012), whichmay release more energy than the infamous Carrington event of 1859. Thispowerful geomagnetic storm was theresult of a CME hitting the Earths magnetosphere associated with a strong solarflare, resulting in aurorae unusually farfrom the poles, visible in Hawaii, Cuba,Liberia and Queensland, but also responsible for the failure of telegraph systems.A CME of similar strength occurred in2012 but luckily missed the Earth. Suchsuper-energetic events are certainly rare,but they would have truly devastatingconsequences for modern society andmust therefore be studied. Super-flareshave been observed on other stars andred dwarf stars even exhibit mega-flares,which can be more than a thousand timesstronger than their strongest (known)solar analogues and thus exceed thebolometric luminosity of the whole star inminutes (Hawley & Pettersen, 1991).Open questions about solar and stellarflares on all scales concern, for example,the particle acceleration mechanismsand the source of the still-enigmaticemission component, which is observedat sub-THz frequencies. ALMAs high
spectral, spatial and temporal resolution
for observations in the sub-THz range,together with the ability to probe thethermal structure and magnetic fields inflaring regions, promise ground-breakingdiscoveries in this respect. Already thethermal free-free radiation, which ismostly due to electron-ion free-freeabsorption and H free-free absorption,provides much needed information. Inaddition, however, ALMA can also detectthe non-thermal radiation componentproduced by gyro-synchrotron and gyroresonance processes, which becomeimportant in the vicinity of strong magnetic fields and can thus provide important clues about the acceleration ofcharged particles during flares. Anotherintrinsic feature of flares, which can beexploited by ALMA, are quasi-periodicpulsations, which constrain the physicalmechanisms behind the accumulationand release of magnetic energy and theacceleration of particles.Solar prominencesALMA is an ideal tool for probing thecool plasma in the solar atmosphereand will therefore be able to contributeto answering many still-open questionsabout solar prominences. Solar prominences are extended structures in thesolar atmosphere that reach up from thevisible surface into the corona (Vial &Engvold, 2015). Prominences appearbright when seen above the solar limb(Figure 1, top right) and as (dark) filaments when seen against the bright solardisc. The gas contained in a prominenceis much cooler (some 104 K) and denserthan the surrounding 10 6 K coronalplasma and is supported by magneticfields against gravity.Quiescent prominences exhibit largescale structures that can measure a few100 000 kilometres, thus stretching overa significant portion of the Sun. Theseprominences can remain stable for manydays or weeks, making them one of thelongest-lived solar phenomena. Their finestructures, on the other hand, changeon timescales of a few minutes. In contrast, active prominences live for a muchshorter time, exhibit large-scale motionsand can erupt within hours. Eruptingprominences can propel substantialamounts of magnetised plasma at highspeeds into interplanetary space and
are thus one of the primary sources of
space weather. It is not clear what exactlytriggers such eruptions. Among the processes, which may contribute and couldbe studied with ALMA, are (giant) solartornadoes, which form at some of thelegs of prominences. The rotation of themagnetic prominence legs builds up twistin the magnetic field of the overlyingprominence, which may eventually causea destabilisation of the whole structure.Other important questions, which couldbe addressed with ALMA, concern: thethermal structure of prominence bodieswith their spatial fine-structure, which iscomposed of fine sub-arcsecond threads;and the transition to the ambient coronalmedium, with resulting implications forthe energy balance of prominences.Equally, it is not yet settled what the elementary magnetic field structures are orhow they connect to the field at the solarsurface. In this respect, ALMA observations at high spatial and temporal resolutions will help to track the changes ofthe prominence plasma and the magneticfield, giving clues on how solar prominences form, how they evolve and eventually diminish or erupt.The advantage of using ALMA lies againin the easier interpretation of the observations. The spectral lines in the opticaland ultraviolet currently used for prominence observations are optically thick, sothat detailed radiative transfer calculations are necessary for their analysis. Incontrast, the prominence plasma is optically thin at ALMA wavelengths, whichmakes the interpretation much simplerand straightforward. In addition, observations of waves and oscillations in prominences provide essential information andconstraints on the magnetic field structure. Prominences have already beenseen with ALMA during test observationsand will certainly be an exciting targetboth for high-resolution studies of theirdynamic fine-structure and for mosaicscapturing their large-scale structure.Preparing the futureAs in many other fields of astrophysics,numerical simulations have become anessential tool in solar physics. They helpto simulate what ALMA might observe
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(Figure 4). Such artificial observations of
the Sun allow for the development andoptimisation of observing strategies,which are quite different for the dynamicSun than for most other ALMA targets.For this purpose, and in connection withsolar ALMA development studies, aninternational network was initiated in2014, which aims at defining and preparing key solar science with ALMAthrough simulation studies: SSALMON1(Solar Simulations for the Atacama LargeMillimeter Observatory Network). Thenetwork has currently (as of early 2016)77 members from 18 countries aroundthe world. Furthermore, the SolarALMAproject, funded by the European ResearchCouncil from 2016 to 2021 and hostedat the University of Oslo, aims at addressing the heating problem through a synthesis of ALMA observations and numerical simulations.
In essence, these developments illustrate
that a new research field is emerging,which could be named high-resolutionsolar millimetre astronomy (schematicallyshown in Figure 6). This new field bringstogether solar radio astronomy, whichwas previously limited to lower spatialresolution, and ground-based and spaceborne high-resolution observations atother wavelength ranges, combined withstate-of-the-art numerical modelling.This is a truly golden era for studies of thesolar chromosphere with many excitingscientific results expected for the comingyears.
out by the solar development teams of the North
American, European and East Asian ALMA RegionalCentres (ARCs) and the Joint Astronomical Observatory (JAO), and as part of recent SSALMON publications. Special thanks in connection with this articlego to H. Hudson and N. Labrosse.ReferencesDe Pontieu, B. et al. 2007, Science, 318, 1574Edln, B. 1943, Zeitschrift fr Astrophysik, 22, 30Emslie, A. G. et al. 2005, Journal of Geophysical	Research (Space Physics), 110, A9, 11103Hawley, S. L. & Pettersen, B. R. 1991, ApJ, 378, 725Maehara, H. et al. 2012, Nature, 485, 478Schrijver, C. J. 1987, A&A, 172, 111Vial, J.-C. & Engvold, O. 2015, A&SS Library,	Vol. 415, (Switzerland: Springer InternationalPublishing)Wedemeyer, S. et al. 2015, SSRv, Online FirstAcknowledgementsLinks1
SSALMON: http://ssalmon.uio.no
ESO/C. Malin

Future solar observing with ALMA is made possible
due to the dedicated work of many colleagues aspart of Commissioning and Science Verification/Extension of Capabilities (CSV/EOC) activities carried
A meteor burning up in the Earths atmosphere was
captured on camera during a time-lapse exposure ofthe Atacama Large Millimeter/submilimeter Array(ALMA) at Chajnantor.20
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The Central Role of FORS1/2 Spectropolarimetric
Observations for the Progress of Stellar Magnetism StudiesMarkus Schller 1Swetlana Hubrig 2Ilya Ilyin 2Matthias Steffen 2Maryline Briquet 3, 2Alexander F. Kholtygin 41ESOLeibniz-Institut fr Astrophysik Potsdam(AIP), Germany3Institut dAstrophysique et deGophysique, Universit de Lige,Belgium4Astronomical Institute, St PetersburgState University, Russia2

The spectropolarimetric mode of the
FOcal Reducer and low dispersionSpectrographs (FORS), which was firstimplemented in FORS1, and thenmoved to FORS2 seven years ago, hasmade it possible to probe the presenceof magnetic fields in stars of differentspectral classes at almost all stages ofstellar evolution. While in the early daysof FORS1, many of the observationswere related to magnetic Ap/Bp starsand their progenitor Herbig Ae/Be stars,recent spectropolarimetric studieswith FORS2 have involved more challenging targets, such as massive Oand B-type stars in clusters and in thefield, very fast rotating massive starswith magnetospheres, WolfRayet starsand central stars of planetary nebulae.The role of FORS observations forstellar magnetic field measurements issummarised and improvements in themeasurement technique are described.Magnetic fields in massive starsDuring recent years a number of FORS2magnetic studies have focused on thedetection of magnetic fields in early Band O-type stars. The characterisation ofmagnetic fields in massive stars is indispensable for the understanding of theconditions controlling the presence ofthose fields and their implications for stellar physical parameters and evolution.Accurate studies of the age, environmentand kinematic characteristics of magneticstars are also promising to gain newinsights into the origin of these magneticfields. While a number of early B-type
stars were identified as magnetic several
decades ago, the first magnetic fielddetection in an O-type star was achievedonly 13 years ago, even though theexistence of magnetic O-type stars hadbeen suspected for a long time. Themany unexplained phenomena observedin massive stars that are thought tobe related to magnetic fields, like cyclicalwind variability, H emission variation,chemical peculiarity, narrow X-ray emission lines and non-thermal radio/X-rayemission have all acted as indirect observational evidence for the presence ofmagnetic fields.However direct measurements of themagnetic field strength in massive stars,using spectropolarimetry to determinethe Zeeman splitting of the spectral linesare difficult, since only a few spectrallines are available for these measurements. In addition, these spectral linesare usually strongly broadened by rapidrotation and macroturbulence and frequently appear in emission or displayPCyg profiles. In high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations, broad spectrallines frequently extend over adjacentorders so that it is necessary to adoptorder shapes to get the best continuumnormalisation. Furthermore most ofthe existing high-resolution spectropolarimeters operate at smaller telescopesand cannot deliver the necessary highsignal-to-noise (SNR) observations for themajority of the massive stars. In particular, O-type stars and WolfRayet (WR)stars are rather faint. The Bright StarCatalog contains only about 50 O-typestars and very few WR stars.Significant line broadening in massivestars appears to make the low-resolutionVLT instrument FORS2  and prior tothat FORS1  the most suitable instrument in the world to undertake the searchfor the presence of m agnetic fields. FORSoffers the appropriate spectral resolutionand the required spectropolarimetricsensitivity, giving access to massive starseven in galaxies beyond the Milky Way.Only the Faint Object Camera and Spectrograph (FOCAS) at the Subaru Telescope has an operating spectropolarimetricmode and, pending the commissioningof the PEPSI spectrograph in polarimetricmode installed at the Large BinocularTelescope (LBT), no further high-resolution
spectropolarimetric capabilities are
available on any of the 810-metre-classtelescopes.We started the first spectropolarimetricobservations of O-type stars with FORS1in 2005. During a survey of thirteenO-type stars the discovery of the presence of a magnetic field was announcedin the Of?p star HD148937. The classof Of?p stars was introduced by Walborn(1973) and includes only five stars inour Galaxy. Of?p stars display recurrentspectral variations in certain spectrallines, sharp emission or P Cygni profilesin He I and the Balmer lines, and strongCIII emission lines around 4650 . Inrecent years it has been shown that allOf?p stars are magnetic with fieldstrengths from a few hundred Gauss toa few kG. Among them, only two Of?pstars, HD148937 and CPD-28 2561, areobservable from Paranal, and it is noteworthy that their first magnetic field detections were achieved through FORS1 andFORS2 observations (Hubrig et al., 2013).All FORS1/2 observations of HD148937are presented in Figure 1, together withobservations from the Echelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observationof Stars (ESPaDOnS), obtained at theCanada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)by Wade et al. (2012). This figure demonstrates the excellent agreement betweenthe FORS2 and ESPaDOnS measurements, highlighting the outstandingpotential of FORS2 for the detection ofmagnetic fields and the investigationof the magnetic field geometry in massivestars. Notably, while an exposure timeof 21.5 hours at the CFHT was necessaryto obtain seven binned measurements,the exposure time for the individualFORS2 observations accounted only fortwo to four minutes, and only 2.3 hourswere used for our observations at sixdifferent epochs, including telescope presets and the usual overheads for readouttime and retarder waveplate rotation.Also our FORS2 measurements of themean longitudinal magnetic field of thesecond Of?p star CPD-28 2561 wereconsistent with a single-wave variationduring the stellar rotation cycle, indicatinga dominant dipolar contribution to themagnetic field topology with an estimatedpolar strength of the surface dipole Bd
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even for the bright, fourth magnitude
Cep star 1 CMa with a pulsation periodof 5 hours, a full High Accuracy RadialVelocity Planetary Searcher (HARPS)sequence of sub-exposures requiresabout 30 minutes. In contrast one FORS2observation of the same star lasts lessthan 10 minutes. Owing to the strongchanges in the line profile positions andprofile shape in the spectra of pulsatingstars, a method using spectra averagedover all sub-exposures leads to erroneouswavelength shifts, and thus to wrongvalues for the longitudinal magnetic field.100
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Figure 1. Longitudinal magnetic field variation of the
Of?p star HD148937 according to the 7.032-dayperiod determined by Naz et al. (2010). Red symbols correspond to ESPaDOnS observations (Wadeet al., 2012) while green symbols are our FORS1 andFORS2 measurements (Hubrig et al., 2013). Notethat the measurement errors for both ESPaDOnSand FORS1/2 observations are of similar order.
larger than 1.15 kG (Hubrig et al., 2015).
We note that in our studies of these twoOf?p stars, none of the reported detections reached a 4 significance level.While 3 detections with FORS2 cannotalways be trusted for single observations,they are genuine if the measurementsshow smooth variations over the rotationperiod, similar to those found for theOf?p stars HD148937 and CPD-28 2561.The presence of magnetic fields mightchange our whole picture about the evolution from O stars via WR stars to supernovae or gamma-ray bursts. Neglectingmagnetic fields could be one of the reasons why models and observations ofmassive-star populations are still in conflict. Magnetic fields in massive starsmay also be important in studies of thedynamics of the stellar winds. A fewyears ago, our team carried out FORS2observations of a sample of GalacticWR stars and one WR star in the LargeMagellanic Cloud. Magnetic fields inWR stars are especially hard to detectbecause of wind broadening of theirspectral lines. Moreover all photosphericlines are absent and the magnetic field22
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is measured on emission lines formed
in the strong wind. Remarkably spectropolarimetric monitoring of WR6, one ofthe brightest WR stars, revealed thesinusoidal nature of <Bz> variations witha period of 3.77 days and an amplitudeof only 7090 G (Hubrig et al., 2016).Pulsating starsRecent high-precision, uninterruptedhigh-cadence, space photometry usinga number of satellites (e.g., the WideField Infrared Explorer [WIRE], the Microvariability and Oscillation of Stars[MOST], the Convection Rotation etTransits plantaires [CoRoT], Kepler andthe Bright Target Exploter [BRITE]) haveled to a revolutionary change in theobservational evaluation of variability ofmassive stars. Supported by results fromphotometric monitoring, it is expectedthat a large fraction of massive starsshow photometric variability, due to eitherCephei- or slowly pulsating B-typestar (SPB) like pulsations, stochasticp-modes or convectively-driven internalgravity waves.High-resolution spectropolarimetricobservations of pulsating stars frequentlyfail to show credible measurement resultsif the whole sequence of sub-exposuresat different retarder waveplate angles hasa duration comparable to the timescale ofthe pulsation variability. As an example,
For the first time, FORS1 magnetic field
surveys of SPB stars and  Cep starswere carried out by our team from 2003to 2008. As a number of pulsating starsshowed the presence of a magnetic field,our observations implied that  Cep andSPB stars can no longer be consideredas classes of non-magnetic pulsators.Notably, although the presence of magnetic fields in these stars has alreadybeen known for more than ten years, theeffect of these fields on the oscillationproperties is not yet understood andremains to be studied.1 CMa, discovered as magnetic withFORS1 observations, is still the recordholder with the strongest mean longitudinal magnetic field among the  Cepstars of the order of 300400 G (Hubriget al., 2006). Using FORS2 measurementsobtained in Service Mode in 2009/10,we were able to detect rotational modulation of its magnetic field with a period ofabout 2.19 days and estimate a magneticdipole strength of about 5.3 kG (Hubrig etal., 2011a).Fully unexpected observations of thisparticular star with the XMM-Newtontelescope revealed, for the first time,X-ray pulsations with the same period asthe stellar radial pulsation (Oskinovaet al., 2014). This first discovery of X-raypulsations from a non-degeneratemassive star stimulates theoretical considerations for the physical processesoperating in magnetised stellar winds.Our observations of pulsating stars alsoallowed the first detection of a magneticfield in another  Cep star,  Lupi, whichis a double-lined spectroscopic binarysystem and which recently received
Figure 2. Hen 2-113: Monte Carlo bootstrapping
regression detection of a <Bz> = 80 +/ 26 G meanlongitudinal magnetic field using uncontaminatedstellar lines only (upper) and the corresponding(slightly non-Gaussian) distribution of <Bz> obtainedfrom the Monte-Carlo bootstrapping technique(lower).0.6<B z> = 78 +/ 25 G
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planetary nebula IC 418 as well as in the
WR-type central star of the bipolar nebulaHen 2-113.0.0
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attention due to the presence of a mag
netic field in both components. Sincebinary systems with magnetic components are rather rare, the detection of amagnetic field in this system using lowresolution FORS1 spectropolarimetryindicates the potential of FORS2 for magnetic field searches in binary or multiplesystems.Diverse exotic targetsThe spectropolarimetric capability ofthe FORSes has also been exploited byobservations of a number of stars witha specific circumstellar environment,such as: the central stars of planetarynebulae (PNe) with different morphologies,including round, elliptical and bipolar;100<Bz> (G)
50
50
PNe c entral stars of WR type; Herbig Ae/Be stars with circumstellar discs showingmagnetospheric accretion; and the X-raybinary Cyg X-1 containing a black hole.First reports on magnetic fields in PNeusing FORS1 measurements and claiming the detection of strong magneticfields in two central stars could not beconfirmed by improved analysis methods(Jordan et al., 2012). New FORS2 spectropolarimetric observations of a sample of12 PN central stars achieved much lowerdetection limits than previous observations (Steffen et al., 2014). Our measurements have excluded the presence of astrong magnetic field in any of the centralstars of our sample. However weakerfields of the order of 100 G were detectedin the central star of the young elliptical

We chose a subset of spectral lines
originating exclusively in the photosphereand the wind of the central stars andnot appearing in the surrounding nebularspectra for the measurements. Furthermore the pipeline for the spectral extraction includes by default backgroundsubtraction. In Figure 2 we present theMonte Carlo bootstrapping regressiondetection of a <Bz> = 80 +/ 26G meanlongitudinal magnetic field in Hen 2-113using uncontaminated stellar lines only.Since the majority of the central stars ofplanetary nebulae are very faint, onlylow-resolution FORS2 observations allowthe detected magnetic fields of the central stars to be monitored with sufficientprecision.The first FORS1 observations of HerbigAe/Be stars by our team date back to2003. Models of magnetically drivenaccretion and outflows are not well developed for these stars due to poor knowledge of their magnetic field topology. Onthe other hand it is obvious that understanding the interaction between the central stars, their magnetic fields and theirprotoplanetary discs is crucial to ourefforts to account for the diversity of exoplanetary systems. Only about 20Herbigstars have been reported to host magnetic fields so far and our recent compilation of stars with published measurements of magnetic fields indicates thattheir field strength is predominantly below200 G.Among the sample of Herbig Ae/Be starsHD101412 stands out due to its veryslow rotation and the presence of chemical spots. Wade et al. (2007) measureda magnetic field of the order of +500 Gusing hydrogen lines and 500G usingmetal lines with FORS1 from the samespectra. A subsequent study of Ultra-violet Visible EchelleSpectrograph (UVES)and HARPS spectra of HD101412
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Thomas Szeifert, who was the first per
son to recognise the potential of FORS1for surveying magnetic fields in stellaratmospheres, and he has supplied ourteam with the necessary knowhow. Inthe reduction process we perform arectification of the Stokes V/I spectra andcalculate null profiles, N, as pairwisedifferences from all available V profiles.From these profiles, 3-outliers are identified and used to clip the V profiles. Thisstep removes spurious signals, whichmostly come from cosmic rays, and alsoreduces the noise. A full description ofthe updated data reduction and analysiswill be presented in a paper by Schlleret al. (in prep.).600400
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Figure 3. Phase diagram of HD101412 with the best
sinusoidal fit for the longitudinal magnetic fieldmeasurements using all lines (filled squares) andhydrogen lines only (open circles).
revealed the presence of resolved, mag
netically split, lines, indicating a variablemagnetic field modulus changing from2.5 to 3.5kG (Hubrig et al., 2010). Ourmulti-epoch FORS2 polarimetric spectraof this star, acquired over 62 days inService Mode in 2010, have been used tosearch for a rotation period and to constrain the geometry of the magnetic field.The search for the rotation period usingmagnetic and photometric data resultedin P = 42.076 +/ 0.017 days (Hubriget al., 2011b). In Figure 3 we present thecorresponding phase diagram for allthe available FORS2 mean longitudinalmagnetic field measurements using eitherthe whole spectrum or only the hydrogenlines, including the best sinusoidal fit tothese data. The presence of a ratherstrong magnetic field on the surface ofHD101412 makes it one of the best candidates for studies of the impact of themagnetic field on the physical processesoccurring during stellar formation.Cyg X-1 is one of the brightest X-raybinary systems with an orbital period of5.6 days. This system consists of an optical component  an O9.7Iab supergiant24
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 and a black hole as an invisible com
ponent. Previous spectropolarimetricobservations with FORS1 revealed thepresence of a weak longitudinal magneticfield in the optical component (Karitskayaet al., 2010). The detected magnetic fieldshowed variations over the orbital periodof 5.6 days with an amplitude of about100 G. This was the first successfulattempt to measure a magnetic field in abinary with a black hole. However thecharacter of the variability of the magneticfield has changed between the differentyears of observations, suggesting theexistence of year-to-year variations. Quasisimultaneous FORS2 monitoring of circular and linear polarisation over theorbital period is scheduled in observingPeriod 97. Such monitoring will provideus with unique information about themagnetic field topology and the processes taking place in a system containing a black hole.Improvements in measurement techniqueSince our last Messenger report onFORS1 observations (Hubrig et al., 2009),the measurement strategy has beenmodified in several aspects. The paralleland perpendicular beams are extractedfrom the raw FORS2 data using a pipeline written in the MIDAS environment by
The mean longitudinal magnetic field,
<Bz>, is defined by the slope of theweighted linear regression line throughthe measured data points, where theweight of each data point is given by thesquared signal-to-noise ratio of theStokes V spectrum. The formal 1 errorof <Bz> is obtained from the standardrelations for weighted linear regression.This error is inversely proportional to theroot mean square (RMS) signal-to-noiseratio of Stokes V. Finally we apply thefactor (2min/) to the error determinedfrom the linear regression if larger than 1.Since 2014 we have also implementedthe Monte-Carlo bootstrapping technique, where we typically generateM = 250000 statistical variations of theoriginal dataset and analyse the resultingdistribution P(<Bz>) of the M regressionresults. The mean and standard deviationof this distribution are identified with themost likely mean longitudinal magneticfield and its 1 error respectively. Themain advantage of this method is that itprovides an independent error estimate.A number of discrepancies in the published measurement accuracies havebeen reported by Bagnulo et al. (2015a;see also Bagnulo et al., 2015b), who usedthe FORS1 pipeline to reduce the fullcontent of the FORS1 archive. The sameauthors have published a few similarpapers in recent years suggesting thatvery small amounts of instrument flexure,negligible in most of the instrument applications, may be responsible for somespurious magnetic field detections andthat FORS1 detections may be consid
ered reliable only at a level greater than
5. However no report on the presenceof flexure from any astronomer observingwith the FORS instruments has everbeen published in the past. The authorsalso discuss the impact of seeing if theexposure time is comparable with theatmospheric coherence time (which theyincorrectly assume to be in seconds andnot in milliseconds). Not until their mostrecent work have these authors presented the level of intensity flux for eachspectrum and reported which spectralregions were used for the magnetic fieldmeasurements. However no fluxes forleft-hand and right-hand polarised spectra are available separately, thus it isnot possible to reproduce their measurements. We note that small changes inthe spectral regions selected for themeasurements can also have a significantimpact on the measurement results.
In order to increase the reliability of
FORS2 magnetic field detections, butalso to carry out a quantitative atmospheric analysis and probe spectral variability, it is certainly helpful to follow upFORS2 detections with high-resolutionHARPS observations. To our knowledgethe only collaboration that uses FORS2and HARPS to monitor magnetic fieldsis the BOB (B-fields in OB stars) collaboration (Morel et al., 2014), which isfocused on the search for magnetic fieldsin massive stars. Combining observationswith different instruments has allowed the
BOB collaboration to report the presence
of magnetic fields in a number of massivestars during the last couple of years.As an example, the first detection of amagnetic field in the single slowly rotatingO9.7V star HD54879 was achieved withFORS2 and was followed up with HARPSobservations. These observations showthat HD54879 is so far the strongestmagnetic single O-type star detected witha stable and normal optical spectrum(Castro et al., 2015).ReferencesBagnulo, S. et al. 2015a, A&A, 583, A115Bagnulo, S. et al. 2015b, The Messenger, 162, 51Castro, N. et al. 2015, A&A, 581, A81Hubrig, S. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 369, L61Hubrig, S. et al. 2010, Astron. Nachr., 331, 361Hubrig, S. et al. 2009, The Messenger, 135, 21Hubrig, S. et al. 2011a, ApJ, 726, L5Hubrig, S. et al. 2011b, A&A, 525, L4Hubrig, S. et al. 2013, A&A, 551, A33Hubrig, S. et al. 2015, MNRAS, 447, 1885Hubrig, S. et al. 2016, MNRAS, in pressJordan, S. et al. 2012, A&A, 542, A64Karitskaya, E. A. et al. 2010, IBVS, 5950, 1Morel, T. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 157, 27Naz, Y. et al. 2010, A&A, 520, A59Oskinova, L. M. et al. 2014, NatCo, 5E4024Steffen, M. et al. 2014, A&A, 570, A88Wade, G. A. et al. 2007, MNRAS, 376, 1145Wade, G. A. et al. 2012, MNRAS, 419, 2459Walborn, N. R. 1973, AJ, 78, 1067
ESO/B. Tafreshi (twanight.org)

Since the measurement accuracies pre
dominantly depend on photon noise,an improper extraction of the spectra, forinstance the use of smaller extractionwindows, would explain why Bagnulo etal. disregarded 3 detections by otherauthors. If the levels of flux for each subexposure compiled in the catalogue ofBagnulo et al. (2015a) are inspected, it
shows that their levels are frequently
lower, down to 70 %, in comparison withthose obtained in our studies. It is obviousthat the detection of weak magnetic fieldsis particularly affected if the extractedfluxes are low. From the consideration ofthe signal-to-noise ratios presented byBagnulo et al., we also noted that emission lines are not taken into account during the measurements. The reason forthis is not clear as there is no need to differentiate between absorption and emission lines: the applied relation betweenthe Stokes V signal and the slope of thespectral line wing holds for both types oflines, so that the signals of emission andabsorption lines add rather than cancel.
Star trails at Paranal over three of the
Auxiliary Telescopes of the Very LargeTelescope Interferometer (VLTI).
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The QUESTLa Silla AGN Variability Survey

It is widely believed that supermassive
black holes reside at the centres ofevery massive galaxy. When activelyaccreting they are known as ActiveGalactic Nuclei (AGNs). Most commonly, their presence is exposed by theradiation generated by the a ccretionof matter toward their centres. Thisradiation can show dramatic flux variations on timescales from minutes toyears that can be observed across thefull electromagnetic spectrum fromX-ray to radio wavelengths. Althoughthe exact origin of AGN variabilityremains unclear, such variability can beused as an efficient tool to find themand to understand the origin and demographics of flux variations. To this end,we have undertaken an AGN variabilitysurvey using the QUEST camera on theESO 1.0-metre Schmidt Telescope atLaSilla. The QUESTLa Silla AGN Variability Survey aims to discover thousands of new AGNs, and provide highlysampled light curves to study the ultraviolet/optical flux variations to a limitingmagnitude of r ~ 21.5 mag.The long-term variability of active galacticnuclei is mainly the result of modulationsin the flux emitted by the accretiondisc, although changes in the hot X-rayemitting corona or a possible jet can alsodrive variations at shorter timescales.26
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Monitoring studies are fundamental
to gather information about the extremephysical conditions in the accretiondiscs near supermassive black holes(SMBHs). The aims of the QUESTLa SillaAGN Variability Survey are: (1) to testand improve variability selection methodsfor AGNs and to find AGN populationsmissed by other optical selection techniques; (2) to obtain a large number ofwell-sampled light curves, covering timescales from days to years; and (3) tostudy the link between the variabilityproperties (e.g., characteristic timescalesand amplitudes of variation) and physicalparameters of the systems (e.g., blackhole mass, luminosity, and accretion rate).Traditionally, optical selection of AGNshas made use of the fact that theyshow an ultraviolet (UV) excess in theirspectral energy distribution when compared to stars (Schmidt & Green, 1983).The UV-excess technique, and morerecent selection methods based on optical colours, are very efficient at findingAGNs in regions of colour space wherethe AGN density is higher than the densities of stars or galaxies. However, such56 800

Figure 1. Light curves of QSO candidates in the
redshift range 2.5 < z < 3.0. Selection is based on acombination of colour and variability parameters byour machine-learning algorithm (Cartier et al., 2016).These QSO candidates would be missed by traditional selection methods using colours alone.
selection methods miss a significant frac
tion of AGNs with peculiar colours (e.g.,red quasi-stellar objects [QSOs]) or AGNslocated at a redshift range (2.5 < z < 3.0)where their optical colours are similar tothose of stars (Fan, 1999). The fact thatAGNs are highly variable makes theirselection by means of variability a verypromising technique to find them, eitherwith or without considering their colours(see some examples in Figure 1). Variability selection has successfully identifieda large number of new QSO candidates,and is one of the main goals of the survey.To expedite follow-up, the QUESTLaSilla AGN Survey monitored sourcesin several extragalactic survey fields,such as the Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS), Extended Chandra DeepField South (ECDF-S), ELAIS-S1, theX-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM) LargeFelipe Murgas
Figure 2. Panoramicview of the La SillaObservatory: the telescopes from backgroundto foreground are: the3.6-metre, the NewTechnology Telescope(NTT), the 1-metre ESOSchmidt, the MPG/ESO2.2-metre, the Danish1.54-metre, and theMarLy 1-metre.

Scale Structure Survey (LSS) field, and
Stripe-82. These regions have extensiveand deep multi-wavelength ancillary datafrom XMM-Newton, Chandra, GALEX, theHubble Space Telescope (HST), Herschel,Spitzer, and ground-based photometryand spectroscopy, providing valuableconstraints on the spectral energy distributions (SEDs), galaxy hosts and environments of the AGN candidates. Additionally, these fields have nearly simultaneousobservations in the near-infrared (NIR)performed by the Visible and InfraredSurvey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA)at the Paranal Observatory, which provides information about how the outerand colder portions of the accretion discand its vicinity vary in relation to the innerparts probed at optical wavelengths.The telescope and siteTo carry out a high cadence variability survey to a limiting magnitude of ~21.5mag,we require a large-format camera thatcan instantaneously sample a large fieldof view on a 1-metre or larger telescopeat a good observing site. The QUEST2camera, installed in 2009 on the prime
focus of the ESO 1-metre Schmidt tele
scope at the La Silla Observatory, wasthe perfect choice. The 160-megapixelarray of the QUEST2 camera is wellmatched to the large field of view of theESO Schmidt telescope, which is oneof the largest Schmidt configurations inthe southern hemisphere (equivalentto the area of 64 full Moons). This uniquecombination allows an efficient timedomain survey to be carried out.
closed, when the Sun rises or when the
telescope operator sends a commandto close. Since 2011, the telescope hasbeen observing in queue mode for oursurvey. However, during 2011 and 2012,we had several observing gaps due toproblems with the dome wheels of thetelescope. The wheels were replacedduring 2012, and since 2013 the observations have been taken more regularly.
The location of the telescope at the
LaSilla Observatory is also a perfectcomplement. La Silla has excellent seeing, a high fraction of clear nights, isvery dry and has some of the darkestnight skies on Earth (see Figure 2).
The QUEST camera and filter response

In 2009, the ESO Schmidt telescope
was fully robotised by the astronomydepartment of Yale University, and theobservations are coordinated by a masterscheduling programme (Rabinowitz etal., 2012). At La Silla, the ESO 3.6-metretelescope operator decides when theconditions are appropriate for openingthe telescope, and the control softwareautomatically closes the dome wheneverthe MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope is
The camera consists of 112 charge
coupled devices (CCDs) arranged infour rows, or fingers, of 28 CCDs each,covering 4.6 by 3.6 degrees (northsouth by eastwest) on the sky. The fingers are flagged A, B, C and D, and thecolumns of CCDs from 1 to 28 (seeFigure 3 for the layout). Each CCD has600  2400 pixels of 13  13 m and apixel scale of 0.882 arcseconds perpixel. There are gaps between fingers of0.43 degrees, such that to obtain a fullcoverage of the 4.6  3.6 degree fieldof view one must acquire two exposuresoffset by 0.5degrees in right ascension(RA). One single pair of exposures is
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Figure 3. Left-panel: Layout of the QUEST camera
array; the camera consists of four fingers of 28CCDs. The fingers are flagged as A, B, C and D, andthe columns from 1 to 28. The gaps between adjacent fingers are 0.43 degrees, and the projected sizeon the sky of each CCD is 0.59  0.15 degrees. Ingrey we highlight non-functional CCDs. Right-panel:System response of the Q-band (solid black) andSDSS bandpasses (in colours) at an airmass of 1.3.We also show the QUEST filter (dashed black;Rabinowitz et al., 2012), the 1-metre ESO Schmidtmirror reflectivity (dashed grey), the sky transmissionat an airmass of 1.3 (dot-dashed grey), and the-camera quantum efficiency (dotted grey). FromBaltay et al. (2007).
s ufficient to cover all of the aforemen
tioned fields, aside from the XMM-LSSfield that requires two pairs.About 16 % of the detector area is nonfunctional because the CCDs are eitherpermanently off, randomly turn on andoff, or have large defective areas, all ofwhich hamper the astrometric solution,owing to the low number of stars detectedand the potential for false detections. Theeffective sky area covered by the functioning CCDs is ~7.5 square degrees.The QUESTLa Silla survey uses a broadQ-band filter spanning 4000 to 7000.This bandpass was designed to avoid thefringing often present in the redderimages obtained as part of the Palomar-28
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QUEST survey (Baltay et al., 2007). The
Q-band system response is similar toa broad SDSS (g + r) filter (see Figure 3).Nearly simultaneous near-infrared lightcurves from VISTA surveysIn addition to the rich multi-wavelengthset of data already available, most thesurvey fields have been observed repeatedly since 2009 in the near-infrared withthe 67-megapixel camera (VIRCAM)mounted on the 4-metre wide field VISTAtelescope at the Paranal Observatory.The VISTA near-infrared light curves ofthe COSMOS, ECDF-S, ELAIS-S1, andXMM-LSS fields (see Figure 4) providenearly simultaneous complementary coverage with the optical data obtained bythe QUEST2 camera, and were obtainedas part of the UltraVISTA (McCracken etal., 2012) and VISTA Deep ExtragalacticObservations (VIDEO; Jarvis et al., 2013)Public Surveys.Little is known about AGN variability atinfrared wavelengths, and our studyof VISTA near-infrared light curves is anovel advance in the field (Sanchez et al.,2016). At low redshifts, the near-infraredsamples the cooler portions of theaccretion disc and the dusty torus that5000
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surrounds it. At higher redshifts it provides
restframe optical constraints to complement the restframe UV ones obtainedby QUEST2. By using both surveys, weexpect to have a complete picture of howthe emission from the accretion disc isreprocessed by the surrounding dust inobscured AGNs. This can be investigatedfor AGN with a variety of obscurationlevels (i.e., types 12), to understandwhat roles structure, composition andorientation might play.Status and future of the QUEST2 surveyThe QUESTLa Silla AGN variability survey has been collecting data for six years,and the last photometric campaignwill be completed by mid-2016. The datareduction process is now robust andwell-characterised (i.e., non-linearity correction, photometric system and astrometric solution; see Cartier et al., 2015),and data obtained through 2014 havebeen reduced for most fields.Our observing strategy has been toobtain between two to five observationsper night to remove spurious variabilitydue to artefacts, to potentially studyintra-night AGN variability, and to produce stacked images reaching fainter
magnitudes. Individual images reach a
limiting magnitude between r ~ 20.5 magand r~21.5 mag for an exposure time of60 or 180 s, respectively.
As part of our survey we have collected
light curves not only of AGNs but alsoof several other interesting transients (seeexample in Figure 5). Once the surveyis completed, we will make our lightcurves and spectra publicly available tothe community.ReferencesBaltay, C. et al. 2007, PASP, 119, 1278Cartier, R. et al. 2015, ApJ, 810, 164Cartier, R. et al. 2016, in prep.Fan, X. 1999, AJ, 177, 2528Jarvis, M. J. et al. 2013, MNRAS, 428, 1281McCracken, H. J. et al. 2012, A&A, 544, 156Rabinowitz, D. et al. 2012, AJ, 144, 140Sanchez, P. et al. 2016, in prep.Schmidt, M. & Green, R. F. 1983, ApJ, 269, 352mag (AB)
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Over the past six years, our project
has successfully introduced and trainedstudents in the fields of time-domainastronomy and photometric techniques.Since 2011, four undergraduate studentshave developed research projects relatedto the survey and are now pursuing PhDson topics related to time-domain astronomy. The initial implementation, characterisation and first results of the survey ledto the completion of one PhD thesis,while the analysis of the six-year datasetand the spectroscopic follow-up campaign will constitute part of a second thesis under completion.Ks
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A reliable variability selection method,
based on machine-learning techniques,has been developed (Cartier et al., 2016),and is now being used to find new QSOcandidates. During 2015, we began aspectroscopic campaign to classify variable AGN candidates with peculiar colours(likely AGN at 2.5 < z < 3.0). Our goalshere are to: (1) test our selection method;(2) increase our training sample of variable objects with peculiar colours toimprove our machine-learning algorithm;and (3) significantly increase the numberof known QSOs at this redshift range,in order to obtain a more reliable luminosity function of QSOs at 2.5 < z < 3.0.
Figure 4. Nearinfrared light curve of
an AGN obtained bythe UltraVISTA survey(McCracken et al., 2012)in one of our fields. NIRlight curves for a complete set of AGN in theQUESTLa Silla AGNVariability Survey willbe presented inSanchez et al. (2016).20.0
8060402005000
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7000Wavelength ()
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Figure 5. QUEST light curve (upper) and spectrum
(lower) of a very red (low temperature) variable star,possibly a Mira star. The spectrum was obtainedusing the COSMOS instrument on the Blanco4-metre telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-AmericanObservatory under poor weather conditions.
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ESO/APEX/ATLASGAL consortium/NASA/GLIMPSE consortium /ESA/Planck

The Galactic Centre region from the APEX
Telescope Large Area Survey of the Galaxy(ATLASGAL) image. Here an extent of only+/4degrees in longitude about the GalacticC entre is shown. APEX data, wavelength0.87millimetres, are coded red; the backgroundblue image shows infrared emission (3.6, 4.5
and 8.0m), mapped by the NASA Spitzer
Space Telescope as part of the GLIMPSEsurvey; the extended pink s tructures comefrom far-infrared (850 m) data from the ESAPlanck satellite. Several prominent featuresare labelled. See Release eso1606 for detailsand access to the full image.Astronomical Science

Towards a Fundamental Astrometric Reference System
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Quasi-stellar objects (quasars) located
behind nearby galaxies provide anexcellent absolute reference system forastrometric studies, but they are difficult to identify because of fore- andbackground contamination. We haveembarked on a programme to expandthe quasar reference system behindthe Large and Small Magellanic Clouds,the Magellanic Bridge and MagellanicStream. Hundreds of quasar candidateswere selected, based on their nearinfrared colours and variability proper-32
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ties from the ESO VISTA Magellanic
Clouds (VMC) Public Survey. A subsetof 49 objects was followed up with optical spectroscopy with FORS2. We confirmed the quasar nature of 37 objects(34 new identifications) that span a redshift range from z ~ 0.5 to 4.1.Quasi-stellar objects (quasars) are activenuclei of distant galaxies, undergoingepisodes of strong accretion. Typically,the contribution from the host galaxy issmall, and they appear as point-like objects with strong emission lines. Quasarsare cosmological probes that serve asbackground beacons to explore theintervening interstellar medium, but theyalso are distant, unmoving objects usedto establish an absolute astrometric reference system on the sky. The smallerthe measured proper motions (PMs) offoreground objects are, the more usefulthe quasars become  as is the casefor nearby galaxies. Quasars behind thesegalaxies are hard to identify because offoreground contamination, the additional(patchy) reddening inside the interveninggalaxies themselves, and the galaxiesrelatively large angular areas on the sky.The latter point underscores the needto carry out dedicated wide-field surveys,sometimes covering hundreds of squaredegrees, to find a sufficient density ofbackground quasars. The MagellanicClouds are an extreme case where theseobstacles are notably enhanced.The VISTA survey of the MagellanicCloudsThe ESO Public Survey with the VLTInfrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy(VISTA) of the Magellanic Clouds (VMC;Cioni et al., 2011) covers 184 squaredegrees around the Large and SmallMagellanic Clouds (LMC, SMC), theMagellanic Bridge, and the Stream(Figure 1). The magnitude limit is toKs=20.3mag (signal-to-noise ratio~ 10; Vega system) in the YJKs-bands;12separate epochs in the Ks-band,spread over at least a year are alsotaken. The main survey goals are tostudy the star formation history and thegeometry of the Magellanic Cloud system, as well as its cluster and variablestar populations.
The VMC is carried out with VISTA
(Emerson et al., 2006), a 4.1-metre telescope on Cerro Paranal, equipped withthe VISTA InfraRed CAMera (VIRCAM;Dalton et al., 2006), a wide-field nearinfrared camera producing ~ 1 by1.5degree images across the 0.92.4 mwavelength range. The VISTA data areprocessed with the VISTA Data FlowSystem (VDFS) pipeline (Irwin et al., 2004)at the Cambridge Astronomical SurveyUnit1. The data products are availablethrough the ESO Science Archive2 or thespecialised VISTA Science Archive (VSA;Cross et al., 2012).Quasar candidate selectionCioni et al. (2013) derived selection criteria (Figure 2) to identify candidatequasars based on both the locus of 117known quasars in a (YJ) versus (JKs)colourcolour diagram and their Ks-bandvariability behaviour. The diagram wasbased on average magnitudes obtainedfrom deep tile images created by theWide Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU3) aspart of the VMC data processing, usingversion 1.3.0 of the VDFS pipeline.Figure 2 shows the colourcolour diagram demonstrating the colour selectionof our quasar candidates. The regions(marked with letters) where known quasars are found and the locus of the planetary nebulae (Cioni et al., 2013) is indicated. The blue crosses () indicate VMCcounterparts to the spectroscopicallyconfirmed quasars (Cioni et al., 2013),selected adopting a maximum matchingradius of 1 arcsecond (the average separation is 0.15  0.26 arcseconds).The selected candidates for our studyare included in Ivanov et al. (2016); for thequantitative description of the selectioncriteria, see Cioni et al. (2013). Extendedsources were included in our searchto ensure that low-redshift quasars withconsiderable contributions from theirhost galaxies were not omitted. Theirextended nature is marginal, becausethey are dominated by their nuclei, andthey are still useful for quasar absorptionline studies. The 68 brightest candidateswere selected to homogeneously sampleseven VMC tiles where quasars hadnot yet been found. The total number ofDec (degrees)
1010
0RA (degrees)

Figure 1. VMC footprints on the sky (shown as
c ontiguous rectangles). The spectroscopicallyfollowed-up quasar candidates are marked in red,and confirmed quasars from Kozlowski et al. (2013)10

in blue. The dashed grid shows lines of constant
right ascension (spaced by 15), and constantd eclination (spaced by 5). Coordinates are givenwith respect to (RA, Dec) = (51,  69).JKs (mag)
AC
D0
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candidates could increase greatly if
fainter objects are considered.Spectroscopic follow-up observationsFollow-up spectra of 49 candidates wereobtained with the FOcal Reducer andlow-dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2;Appenzeller et al., 1998) on the VeryLarge Telescope in long-slit mode, withthe 300V+10 grism, delivering spectraover  = 445865 nm with a spectralresolving power R ~ 440 (1.3-arcsecondslit). Two 450 s exposures were taken for20
Figure 2. Colourcolourdiagram showing thecolour selection of ourquasar candidates. Thedashed black lines identify the regions (markedwith letters) where knownquasars are found, whilethe green line marksthe blue border of theplanetary nebulae locus.The spectroscopicallyfollowed-up quasars aremarked with solid reddots, while the nonquasars are marked withred triangles. Bluecrosses () indicate thelocation of the VMCcounterparts to thespectroscopically confirmed quasars fromKozowski et al. (2013).Black dots are randomlyselected LMC objects(with errors in all threebands of < 0.1 mag), todemonstrate the locus ofnormal stars, as well asbackground galaxies inregions B and C.

most objects, except for some fainter
objects, for which the exposure timeswere 900 s. The signal-to-noise ratio(S/N) varies among the spectra, but it istypically ~1030 at  ~ 60006200 .The observing details are given in Ivanovet al. (2016). The data reduction wascarried out using the ESO pipeline, version 5.0.0. Various IRAF4 tasks fromthe onedspec and rv packages wereused in the subsequent analysis. Somereduced spectra are shown in Figure 3.Prominent emission lines were identified,from which the quasar redshifts were
measured. For most line centres the
t ypical formal statistical errors are  ~1, which translates into redshift errors z < 0.001. These are optimistic estimatesthat neglect wavelength calibration errors.We evaluated the latter by measuringthe wavelengths of 45 strong and isolatedsky lines in five randomly selected spectra. We did not find any trends with wavelength and a root mean square (rms) errorof 1.57  was determined. This translatesinto a redshift uncertainty of  z ~ 0.0002for a line at 7000 , near the centre ofour spectral coverage. To evaluate thereal uncertainties, we compared the redshifts derived from different lines of thesame object. The average difference for35 pairs of lines, for quasars with multiplelines, is effectively zero: |zi zj| = 0.006 0.007.For objects with multiple lines we adoptedthe average difference as redshift error,adding in quadrature the wavelengthcalibration error of  z = 0.0002. Thisaddition only made a difference for a fewlow-redshift objects. For quasars forwhich only a single line was available, weconservatively adopted as redshift errors z = 0.005 for objects at z < 1 and  z =0.015 for more distant objects. Finally, asexternal verification, in the Sloan DigitalSky Survey (SDSS) rest frame compositespectrum we re-measured the redshiftsof the same lines that were detectedin our spectra, obtaining values belowz = 0.0001, as expected.ResultsThe majority of the observed objects arequasars: 37 objects appear to be bonafide quasars at z ~ 0.474.10 (10 arelocated behind the LMC, 13 behind theSMC and 14 behind the Bridge area),showing some broad emission lines, eventhough some spectra need smoothingfor display purposes. The spectra of thethree highest-redshift quasars exhibitLy absorption systems; a few quasars(e.g., SMC 3_5 22, BRI 2_8 197, etc.)show blue-shifted C IV absorption, perhaps due to winds from active galacticnuclei. We defer a more detailed study ofindividual objects until the remainder ofthe sample have been followed up. Oursuccess rate is ~ 76 %, testifying to therobustness and reliability of our selection
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Figure 3. Example spectra of the quasar candidates
sorted by redshift, shifted to restframe wavelength.The spectra were normalised to an average value of1.0, and shifted vertically by offsets of two, four, etc.,for display purposes. The SDSS composite quasarspectrum (Vanden Berk et al., 2001) is shown at thetop.
criteria. Many of our quasars are present
in the GALEX and SAGESMC (Surveyingthe Agents of Galaxy Evolution  SmallMagellanic Cloud) source catalogues.The confirmed quasar SMC 5_2 241 hasa candidate radio counterpart: SUMSSJ002956714640 at 2.8 arcsecondsseparation, detected in the 843 MHzSydney University Molonglo Sky Survey.Many quasars with redshifts z  1 wereclassified as extended sources by theVDFS pipeline, supporting our decisionto include extended objects in the sample: they are either contaminated by thehost galaxy or by chance alignment withforeground objects from either the LMCor the SMC. Four extended objects arecontaminating low-redshift galaxies: LMC9_3 2728g, LMC 8_8 655g, and LMC8_8 208g show hydrogen, some oxygenand nitrogen in emission, but no obviousbroad lines, so we interpret these as indicators of ongoing star formation rather34
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4_3 1029g and LMC 8_8 376g are too
noisy for secure classification.3000

than nuclear activity; while LMC 8_8 341g
may also show H in absorption. In addition, LMC 8_8 341g has a recessionvelocity of ~300 km s 1, consistent withinthe uncertainties with LMC membership,making it a possible, moderately youngLMC star cluster. After target selectionwe realised that three of our candidates(SMC 5_2 203, SMC 3_5 24, and SMC3_5 15) were previously confirmed quasars, and two others (LMC 9_3 137 andLMC 4_3 95g) were previously suspectedquasars.Three point-source-like objects are mostlikely emission-line stars: LMC 4_3 95,LMC 4_3 86, and SMC 3_5 29. Thespectra of LMC 8_8 422g, LMC 4_3 3314g,and LMC 9_3 3107g do not offer anysolid clues as to their nature. Some BLLacertae (BL Lacs)  active galaxiesbelieved to be seen along a relativistic jetemanating from the active nucleus are also featureless, but they usually havebluer continua than the spectra of thesethree objects. A possible test is to searchfor rapid variability, typical of BL Lacs,but the VMC cadence is not well-suitedfor such an exercise, and the light curvesof the three objects do not show anypeculiarities. Finally, the spectra of LMC
Cioni et al. (2013) estimated that the VMC
survey may find a total of approximately1830 quasars. The success rate of 76 %reached here brings this number downto some 1390. The spectra of the candidates in seven tiles, of the 110 tiles thatmake up the entire VMC survey, yieldedon average ~ 5.3 quasars per tile. Scalingthis number up to the full survey areayields ~ 580 quasars. This is a lower limit,because only the brightest candidatesin the seven tiles were followed up, so thelarger number is still a viable prediction.This project is still at an early stage, butonce spectroscopic confirmations havebeen achieved, the identified quasars willprovide an excellent, independent reference system for detailed astrometricstudies of the Magellanic Clouds system,complementing Gaia. In addition, thehomogeneous, multi-epoch observationsof the VMC survey, combined with thelarge quasar sample, open up the possibility to investigate in detail the mechanisms that drive quasar variability, forexample, with structure functions in thenear-infrared, following the exampleof the SDSS quasar variability studies.ReferencesAppenzeller, I. et al. 1998, The Messenger, 94, 1Cioni, M.-R. L. et al. 2011, A&A, 527, 116Cioni, M.-R. L. et al. 2013, A&A, 549, A29Cross, N. J. G. et al. 2012, A&A, 548, 119Dalton, G. B. et al. 2006, SPIE Conf. Ser., 6269, 30Emerson, J. et al. 2006, The Messenger, 126, 41Ivanov, V. et al. 2016, A&A, in press, arXiv:1510.05504Irwin, M. J. et al. 2004, SPIE Conf. Ser., 5493, 411Kozlowski, S. et al. 2013, ApJ, 775, 92Vanden Berk, D. E. et al. 2001, AJ, 122, 549Links1
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The KMOS AGN Survey at High Redshift (KASHz)
Chris Harrison1Dave Alexander 1James Mullaney 2John Stott 3,1Mark Swinbank 4,1Vinod Arumugam 5Franz Bauer 6, 7, 8Richard Bower 4,1Andrew Bunker 3, 9Ray Sharples 101

	Centre for Extragalactic Astronomy,
Durham University, United Kingdom2	Department of Physics and Astronomy,University of Sheffield, United Kingdom3	Astrophysics, Department of Physics,University of Oxford, United Kingdom4	Institute for Computational Cosmology,Durham University, United Kingdom5	ESO6	Instituo de Astrofisica, Pontifica Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Chile7	Millenium Institute of Astrophysics,Santiago, Chile8	Space Science Institute, Boulder,Colorado, USA9	Kavli Institute for the Physics andMathematics of the Universe, TheUniversity of Toyko, Japan10	Centre for Advanced Instrumentation,Durham University, United KingdomThe KMOS AGN Survey at High Redshift (KASHz) is an extensive observational programme to obtain spatiallyresolved spectroscopy of distant galaxies that host rapidly growing supermassive black holes (i.e., active galacticnuclei [AGN]). By exploiting the uniquecapabilities of KMOS we will spatiallyresolve the ionised gas kinematics inaround 200 such galaxies. A fundamental prediction of galaxy formation models is that AGN inject considerableenergy into their host galaxies and ultimately destroy or remove star-formingmaterial via outflows. However, untilnow, observational constraints of thisprediction have been limited to only asmall number of distant galaxies.KASHz will provide the strongest constraints to date on the prevalence,properties and impact of ionised outflows in the host galaxies of distantAGN. The survey is described and ourfirst results presented.
Matching models with observations:
AGN to the rescue
Previous observations of AGN-driven
outflows
Over the last three decades, the growth
of supermassive black holes (i.e., AGN)have moved to the forefront of galaxyevolution research. Historically, theseenergetic phenomena were consideredrare, yet fascinating, objects to studyin their own right. However, observationsnow indicate that all massive galaxieshave hosted AGN activity during their lifetimes. Furthermore, the most successfulmodels of galaxy evolution are unable toreproduce fundamental observations oflocal massive galaxies and galaxy clusters without implementing energetic feedback processes that couple AGN to thegas in their host galaxies, and beyond.
For several decades it has been known
that AGN drive gas away in fast outflows.Ultraviolet and X-ray spectroscopy haverevealed that ultra-fast outflows in theproximity of accreting supermassiveblack holes are extremely common andmay even be ubiquitous (e.g., Ganguly &Brotherton, 2008). However, of moredirect relevance to the evolution of galaxies is the growing amount of observational evidence of outflows extending outto much larger scales, where they canhave a direct impact on the star-formingmaterial inside the host galaxies. Thisevidence mostly comes from spatiallyresolved spectroscopy, where emissionor absorption lines can be used to tracethe movements of the gas over thesespatial scales. A variety of such observations of nearby and distant sources haverevealed gas in molecular, atomic andionised phases that appears to be beingdriven out of galaxies (e.g., Rupke &Veilleux, 2013; Harrison et al., 2014;Cicone et al., 2014). While these effectsappear to be common across all galaxieswith ongoing star formation, there isgrowing evidence, at least in the localUniverse, that the most extreme outflowsare associated with ongoing AGN activity(e.g., Cicone et al., 2014).
How can growing supermassive black
holes be so critical in galaxy formationand evolution when they are a billiontimes more compact than the galaxiesin which they reside in? Simply put,AGN are incredible energy sources. Forexample, accreting material to createa black hole like the one at the centre ofthe MilkyWay (i.e., a mass equivalentto around 4  10 6 MA) could liberate7  1052 Joules of energy (equivalent to1035 times the energy released by themost powerful nuclear weapons evermade). Theoretically, even if a small fraction of this energy is able to couple tothe gas, all of the host galaxys gas couldbecome unbound. Inevitably at leastsome of gas is going to be heated and/ordriven away in outflows. This materialcould otherwise have gone on to formstars and therefore the AGN has had adirect impact on the future evolution of itshost galaxy.Such effects are required in cosmologicalmodels of galaxy evolution to reproducerealistic populations of galaxies (e.g.,Vogelsberger et al., 2014; Schaye et al.,2015); however, whilst theoretically attractive, observations are required to refine orrefute these models. As we will describein this article, our new large survey usingthe K-band Multi-Object Spectrograph(KMOS) mounted on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) will play a key role in providingobservational constraints on the prevalence, properties and impact of outflowsin the host galaxies of distant AGN.
For our work, we are particularly inter
ested in warm (~ 104 K) ionised outflows,which can easily be traced using restframe optical emission lines such as [O III]and H. An emission-line profile that isbroad (from a few 100s to  1000 km s 1)and/or asymmetric is strong evidence foroutflowing material. Due to large opticalspectroscopic surveys, such as the SloanDigital Sky Survey (SDSS), which contains one-dimensional spectra of millionsof galaxies, it is possible to search forsuch features in huge samples of nearbygalaxies at late cosmic epochs (i.e., redshifts of z  0.4; see Figure 1).For example, Mullaney et al. (2013) constrained the prevalence of outflow featuresin the restframe optical emission linesfor  24 000 AGN host galaxies exploitingthe SDSS survey. Spatially resolvedspectroscopy can then be performedusing optical integral field units (IFUs) tomeasure key properties of subsets of
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Figure 1. Volume-averaged star formation rate (SFR)
density (circles; Madau & Dickenson, 2014) andscaled-up black-hole (BH) growth (curve; Aird et al.,2010) versus age of the Universe and redshift. Thehighlighted region shows the epochs covered by: (1)most optical spectroscopic surveys of warm ionisedoutflows (e.g., Mullaney et al., 2013); and (2) our newKASHz survey. Our first paper (Harrison et al., 2016)covers the peak epoch of BH and galaxy growth. 
these outflows, such as their spatial dis
tribution and energetics (e.g., Harrisonet al., 2014). Crucially, these IFU observations (and other multi-wavelength followup observations) can then be placed inthe context of the parent population asa whole, making it possible to understandhow representative these observationsare and to compare them to cosmologicalsimulations of galaxy evolution that predict such outflows.The need for KMOSAs described above, a lot of work hasbeen done using optical spectroscopy oflow-redshift galaxies (i.e., at late cosmicepochs) to understand the prevalenceand properties of galaxy-wide ionisedoutflows. However, much less work hasbeen done at high redshift (i.e., earlycosmic epochs; z  13). This is largelydue to the fact that the key restframeoptical emission lines for the requiredanalyses are shifted to near-infrared wavelengths for these distant galaxies. Therehas been some successful work on smallnumbers of objects using near-infraredIFUs, such as SINFONI on the VLT (e.g.,Cano-Daz et al., 2012; Cresci et al., 2015).36
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However, until recently, it has been difficult
to obtain large samples of near-infraredspectroscopy due to a lack of instrumentation. This has resulted in a significantdeficit in our understanding of AGN feedback and outflows, because AGN activityand star formation are at their peak during early epochs (z  13) and outflowsmay be most prevalent (see Figure 1).Therefore, it has not been possible toconstrain the prevalence and propertiesof ionised outflows in the high-redshiftAGN and galaxy population as a whole.This is where KMOS comes to the rescue(Sharples et al., 2013). KMOS, whichhas been in operation at the VLT sinceNovember 2012, has 24 near-infrared IFUsthat can be moved independently insidea 7-arcminute field of view. It is thereforeideally suited to rapidly build up largesamples of high-redshift AGN host galaxies with high quality spatially resolvedspectroscopy of the restframe opticalemission lines (e.g., Bower & Bureau,2014; Wisnioski et al., 2015). We havebeen exploiting the unique capabilitiesof KMOS to carry out such a survey the KMOS AGN Survey at High Redshift(KASHz).0.8
1.01.2Redshift
1.4
1.6
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Figure 2. X-ray luminosity versus redshift for X-ray
sources in the four deep fields covered by KASHz.The X-ray AGN with KMOS or SINFONI IFU data thatappear in our first KASHz paper are highlighted withfilled symbols.
be supplemented with archival data ob
tained using SINFONI, the single-objectnear-infrared IFU. The overall aim ofKASHz is to provide insight into the feeding and feedback processes occurringin the host galaxies of high-redshift AGNby using IFU data to measure the ionisedgas kinematics traced by the H, [O III],H, [N II] and/or [S II] emission lines. Thekey aspect of KASHz is to exploit theunique capabilities of the multiple IFUs inthe KMOS instrument to perform suchmeasurements on larger, more uniformlyselected samples of high-redshift AGNthan was possible in previous studiesthat used single IFU instruments. Thisapproach will make it possible to drawconclusions on the overall high-redshiftAGN population and to place previousobservations of a few sources in the context of the parent population of AGN.Until now, this sort of approach has onlybeen possible for low-redshift AGN.Furthermore, our sample will provide anexcellent characterisation of the parentpopulation that can be used for efficient,multi-wavelength follow-up observations.
The KMOS AGN Survey at High Redshift
KASHz is designed to ultimately obtainspatially resolved emission-line kinematicsof 100200 high-redshift (z ~ 0.63.6)AGN. These data will primarily be obtainedusing KMOS guaranteed time observations, led by Durham University. This will
KASHz observations and first results
The first results from KASHz were published in Harrison et al. (2016). This studycontains KMOS guaranteed time observational data from ESO Periods 92 to 95,
Harrison et al. (2016) contains data for
89 X-ray AGN, of which 79 were observedwith KMOS (new data) and 10wereobserved with SINFONI (archival data). Ofthese, 54 were selected to observe the[O III] emission-line doublet and 35 wereselected to observe the H and [N II]emission lines (see Figure 2). Crucially,these targets have X-ray luminosities thatare representative of the parent X-ray AGNpopulation and therefore can be usedto understand the emission-line kinematics of this population as a whole. Thisis an improvement over most previousIFU studies of high-redshift AGN thathave observed small numbers of highlyselected targets, making it difficult tounderstand how representative they are.The KMOS observations were carried outusing an ABA sequence (where A is onsource and B is on-sky). Each target wasobserved with on-source integrationtimes between roughly 1.5 and 2.5 hours.These first KASHz observations werevery successful. When only consideringthe 82 targets with reliable archival redshifts, 72 of them (88 %) were detectedin emission lines. Example KMOS dataare shown for three targets in Figure 3.The lower panels show galaxy-integrated[OIII] emission-line profiles and the upperpanels show two-dimensional spectra,over the same wavelength region, for eachKMOS sliceNormalised flux

as well as archival SINFONI data. This
first study is of z = 0.61.7 AGN that wereselected using X-ray wavelengths in theredshift range z ~ 0.61.7 (see Figure 2)and observed in the YJ-band. X-rays areexcellent for identifying AGN because, forthe most luminous emitters (L > 1042 ergs 1), they are largely uncontaminated byother processes (e.g., star formation) andX-rays are less affected by interveningabsorbing material compared to opticaland ultraviolet light. To select our targets,we made use of the well-studied extragalactic fields of the Chandra Deep FieldSouth (CDFS-S), the Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS), the UKIDSSUltra Deep Survey (UDS) and SSA22.These fields have been covered by deepmulti-wavelength observations, includinghigh-quality X-ray observations, makingthem ideal for selecting AGN with knownredshifts, as well as charactering thehost galaxy properties of these rapidlygrowing black holes.14121086421.0
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of the 14 KMOS IFU slices. From only
these examples, it can be seen that thereis a wide variety in the shapes of theemission-line profiles as well as their spatial extents and velocity structure.The first two examples in Figure 3 showbroad underlying components in their[OIII] emission-line profiles, indicating thepresence of warm ionised outflows inthe host galaxies of these X-ray AGN. Thepower of our survey is that we can constrain the prevalence of these ionisedoutflows in the context of the overall AGNpopulation, following on from our workand of other groups at low redshift (seeFigure1). Furthermore, KASHz will enableus to assess how representative are thehigh-redshift AGN outflows that havebeen previously studied with near-infraredIFUs.The prevalence of ionised outflows inhigh-redshift X-ray AGN host galaxiesOne of the key aims of KASHz is toconstrain the prevalence of ionised outflows in the host galaxies of high-redshiftAGN. Following a similar approach tothe Mullaney et al. (2013) study of z < 0.4AGN, we set out to assess how commonbroad and asymmetric [O III] and Hemission-line profiles are. These broadand asymmetric emission-line profiles arekey indicators of warm, ionised outflows(see Figure 3). For example, Figure 4shows a cumulative distribution of theoverall [OIII] velocity widths of the KASHzAGN extracted from the galaxy-integratedspectra (examples in Figure 3). Thesevelocity widths are calculated by takingthe velocity width between the 10th and494
496
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Figure 3. KASHz data for three example AGN-host
galaxies centred around the [OIII] 4959, 5007emission-line doublet. Upper: The two-dimensionalspectra from each of the 14 KMOS IFU slices.Lower: One-dimensional spectra created by summing over the spatial pixels within each IFU. Thevertical dotted lines show the position of skylines.The black curve shows the fits to the emission-lineprofiles. Broad asymmetric emission-line profilesare indicative of warm, ionised outflows (see bluedashed curves); red dashed lines show the narrowemission line fits.
90th percentiles of the emission-line
fluxes. Velocity widths of greater than600kms 1 are attributed to outflowing orhighly turbulent material because eventhe most massive galaxies rarely reachthese velocities from galaxy dynamicsalone (see shaded region in Figure 4). Wefind that half of the sample observedin [OIII] exhibit these or greater velocities.This finding implies that around half ofX-ray luminous AGN host warm, ionisedoutflows that dominate their emission-linegas. Outflows that are less dominant inthe overall kinematics will be even morecommon.We have compared the prevalence ofwarm, ionised outflows in our high-redshift AGN sample with a luminositymatched sample of z < 0.4 AGN takenfrom Mullaney et al. (2013). We observeda remarkable similarity between thedistributions of ionised gas velocitiesbetween the two samples (see Figure4).This result implies that, for a fixed blackhole accretion rate, these outflows arevery similar at both early and late epochs.However, due to a higher fraction ofgalaxies hosting rapid black hole growthat early times (see Figure 1), our resultsimply that the most extreme ionisedoutflows were more prevalent in the past.
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Figure 5. Stacks of the H and
[NII] emission-line profiles forthe z = 0.61.1 KASHz AGNobserved so far (black curve)and a redshift-matched comparison sample of star-forming galaxies (orange curve) taken from theKROSS survey (Stott et al., 2016).
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The drivers of ionised outflows
One of our key questions is what drivesthe most powerful outflows in high-redshift galaxies? We provide some initialinsight in Harrison et al. (2016). For example, we found that high-velocity outflowfeatures are about twice as common inthe half of the sample with the mostpowerful (luminous) AGN compared tothe less powerful half. Comparison of thegreen and black lines in Figure4 demonstrates this result. This finding providessome evidence that the prevalence ofoutflows is increased in the host galaxiesof the most rapidly accreting black holes.38

of the physical processes that drive these
ionised outflows (e.g., radio jets versusAGN-driven winds, etc.) in future paperswhich exploit the full KASHz sample aswell as multi-wavelength complementarydatasets.
We have presented the background and
first results of KASHz. However, this isan ongoing project. By combining theexcellent quality IFU data from KMOS andSINFONI, with the archival data availablefor our targets, we will be able to investigate a wide array of scientific questions.These include, how do the morphologiesand energetics of the identified outflowscompare to host galaxy and AGN properties, such as accretion rates, masses andstar formation rates and what physicalprocesses drive these outflows? Theseare key questions to address in orderto constrain models of galaxy formation.Furthermore, as the observations continue, we are building up a larger sampleof objects that, as well as increasing theparameter space covered by theseobjects, will provide the strongest statistics to date on the prevalence, propertiesand impact of ionised outflows in the hostgalaxies of high-redshift AGN.
-NQL@KHRDCkTWCDMRHSX

Figure 4. Cumulative histogram
of the [OIII] emission-line velocitywidths for the z = 1.11.7 KASHzAGN observed so far, and a luminosity matched sample of lowredshift AGN. Very high velocitiesof > 600 km s 1 indicate that thewarm, ionised gas kinematicsare dominated by outflows or highlevels of turbulence (shadedregion).
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We also compared the H and [N II]
emission-line profiles of our AGN with aredshift-matched sample of star-forminggalaxies with no clear signs of ongoingAGN activity (see Figure 5), taken fromthe KMOS Redshift One SpectroscopicSurvey (KROSS; Bower & Bureau, 2014;Stott et al., 2016). The emission-line profiles are clearly broader in the host galaxies of the luminous AGN, implying thatthe prevalence of ionised outflows isincreased. This effect still appears to holdtrue when taking into account the different galaxy masses of the two samples(see Harrison et al. [2016] for details). Wecan look forward to more direct evidence
Based on observational data obtained under ESO
programmes: 086.A-0518; 087.A-0711; 088.A-0316;60.A-09460; 092.A-0884; 092.A-0144; 092.B-0538;093.B-0106; 094.B-0061 and 095.D-0035.Support is acknowledged from STFC, grant codeST/L00075X/1.ReferencesAird, J. et al. 2010, MNRAS, 401, 2531Bower, R. & Bureau, M. 2014, The Messenger,	 157, 38Cano-Daz, M. et al. 2012, A&A, 537, L8Cicone, C. et al. 2014, A&A, 562, A21Cresci, G. et al. 2015, ApJ, 708, 419Ganguly, R. & Brotherton, M. S. 2008, ApJ, 692, 758Harrison, C. M. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 3306Harrison, C. M. et al. 2016, MNRAS, 456, 1195Madau, P. & Dickinson, M. 2014, ARA&A, 52, 415Mullaney, J. et al. 2013, MNRAS, 433, 622Rupke, D. S. N. & Veilleux, S. 2013, ApJ, 768, 75Schaye, J. et al. 2015, MNRAS, 446, 521Sharples, R. et al. 2013, The Messenger, 151, 21Stott, J. et al. 2016, MNRAS, submittedVogelsberger, M. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 444, 1518Wisnioski, E. et al. 2015, ApJ, 799, 209Astronomical NewsESO/Felipe MacAuliffeESO/M. Zamani

(Upper) The tenth anniversary of astronomical research
with the Atacama Pathfinder EXplorer (APEX) telescopewas celebrated in January 2016. Shown are visitors atthe telescope during the celebrations. See Announcement ann16008.
(Lower) Signing of the agreement between INAF
(Italy) and ESO for the design and construction of theMAORY adaptive optics system for the EuropeanExtremely Large Telescope on 10 December 2015 atESO Headquarters. See Announcement ann15093.Astronomical News

Light Phenomena over the ESO Observatories I: Airglow

Lars Lindberg Christensen1
Stefan Noll 2Petr Horlek112ESOInstitute for Astro- and Particle Physics,University of Innsbruck, Austria

Airglow, the faint light emitted by the
Earths atmosphere, has in recent yearsbeen frequently photographed in largefield images taken at ESOs observatories. The nature of the airglow isbriefly described and example imagesare shown, capturing the variety of thedisplays.On a moonless night at the La SillaObservatory, in the Atacama Desert ofnorthern Chile, it should be very dark,but at times, strange green and red colours can be seen shimmering in the nightsky. Although visible, albeit faintly, tothe unaided eye, these unusual lights arevery prominent in long exposures captured by commercial digital single-lensreflex (SLR) cameras. An example isshown in Figure 1. To the untrained eye,these lights may appear to be some kindof peculiar low-latitude auroral phenomenon, but they are actually the emissionof airglow  light emitted by the Earthsatmosphere. This optical phenomenonprevents the night sky from ever becoming completely dark (Roach & Gordon,1973; Patat, 2004, 2008; Noll et al.,2012), even in the absence of astronomical sources.The formation of airglowThe first airglow emission line was identified in 1868 by the Swedish scientistAnders ngstrm, but it took until the1920s to understand that airglow differsfrom aurorae (Mc Lennan, 1928; Roach& Gordon, 1973). Since the 1950s airglowhas been extensively studied by groundbased instruments (photometric andspectroscopic), by instruments aboardrockets and satellites and by laboratoryexperiments (Khomich et al., 2008).These research efforts have revealedthat the Sun is constantly showering the40
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Earths atmosphere with ultraviolet light,
which photodissociates molecular oxygen(O2) into individual atoms during thedaytime and triggers a chain of complexchemical reactions after sunset. Atomicoxygen (O) cannot efficiently recombineand therefore has a long lifetime in theupper atmosphere. It represents a storeof chemical energy that is also availableat night. O2, O, sodium (Na), and thehydroxyl radical OH can then be producedand excited by further reactions and collisions, causing them to emit radiationby chemiluminescence (Roach & Gordon,1973; Khomich et al., 2008; Noll et al.,2012, 2015a, 2015b).Astronomers are used to subtractingairglow emission lines from groundbased spectra. The airglow lines extendfrom the near-ultraviolet to the nearinfrared regime (Rousselot et al., 2000;Hanuschik, 2003; Noll et al., 2012), andare characterised by clusters of numerousnarrow emission lines. This structureis especially common in the near-infrared,where the strongest airglow lines arefound (OH bands) and give rise to background patterns that present interestingchallenges if they have to be removed(Noll et al., 2014). An example is presented by exposures from the VLT Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy(VISTA), in which the OH airglow structures move between the ditheredexposures of the widely spaced array ofCCD chips. This effect is especially visibleuntil about two hours after twilight 1.Observations of airglowAirglow is very faint, but the strongestappearances of the phenomenon can bevisible to the naked eye as an unexpectedfaint structure on the stellar background.To the naked eye, the colours of this airglow are invisible, but sensitive wideangle photographs reveal the fine greenand reddish shades of the phenomenon.Sometimes airglow presents itself asjust a faint tinge of colour on the horizon,but it can also appear as a melange ofchanging colourful shapes (Figure 1).The green layer of airglow lies about100kilometres above the ground andcan easily be observed from the International Space Station (Figure 2). A much
fainter reddish tint of luminescent atmos
phere resides above the green layer, ataltitudes between 150 and 350 kilometres.Both layers are related to atomic oxygen,but their different altitudes cause thegreen emission to peak much closer tothe horizon (Noll et al., 2012).The extent, colour and brightness ofairglow is influenced by many differentfactors, including the time and locationof the observation (Roach & Gordon,1973; Khomich et al., 2008; Patat, 2008;Noll et al., 2012). The red oxygen glow,for example, tends to be brightest at thestart of the night, but after midnight, itcan be very weak. However sporadicbursts of airglow emission can occur atany time.Airglow can also appear in formationscalled gravity waves (Taylor et al., 1997;Khomich et al., 2008), as illustrated byFigure 1, lower right. These propagatingair pressure oscillations are mainlyformed in the lower atmosphere (e.g., byair flows over mountains) and can thenrise to high altitudes. Here, their amplitudes can increase to widths greater thanthose of the airglow layers due to verylow air pressure and the conservation ofwave energy and momentum. In turn, thisaffects the intensity of the a irglow andcharacteristic moving ripples in the airglow can be formed (Figure 1).Airglow increaseThe origin of the airglow is now fairlywell understood, but why are we seeingit more often in images taken at ESOsites in Chile over the past five years (seeFigures 3, 4 and 5)? Has airglow becomemore common? Could it be caused byglobal changes in weather patterns? Theanswer is not yet clear, but the recentrapid development of digital camerasseems to play an important role as theyallow for fainter details to be picked upin the night sky more frequently.Identical cameras, however, have beenfound to capture dramatically differentskies just weeks apart. Airglow changeswith solar activity, so the 11-year solarcycle can have an impact on the brightness of the airglow. The current solarcycle (Cycle 24) peaked in 2014, althoughP. Horlek/ESO
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Figure 1. One night at the La Silla Observatory
(20January 2015) exhibiting different displays ofgreen and red airglow seen in deep fi sheye imagesspanning 360 degrees azimuth and 120 degrees altitude. In the lower right image, gravity waves can beseen forming ripples in the greenish layer of airglow.
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Figure 3. Red and green airglow dances above
ESO Photo Ambassador Babak Tafreshi as hep repares his camera to capture the night sky.
Figure 4. An example of airglow display at
Cerro Paranal with the VLT in the foreground.
Figure 5. Flaming red airglow photographed over the
Paranal Observatory. The three 1.8-metre AuxiliaryTelescopes, part of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer, can be seen in the foreground.Y. Beletsky/ESO
Y. Beletsky (LCO)/ESO

Figure 2. This unique photograph, taken from the
International Space Station, shows the airglow layersabove the city lights of Brisbane, Australia.
it was amongst the weakest maxima
on record (Hathaway, 2015). It seems thatthe solar maximum could be partlyresponsible for the increase in airglowcaptured in images from ESOs observatories in recent years (Noll et al., 2012).It is also worth mentioning that ESOsobservatories in Chile are located belowthe South Atlantic Anomaly (Heirtzler,2002). Here, the Earths magnetic field which prevents charged particles fromreaching the surface  is reduced andthus more particles from the Sun penetrate the atmosphere. This anomaly canaffect the red airglow, which originatesin the Earths ionosphere (see Figure 5),although the geomagnetic latitude ismore crucial for the observed variability.42
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One way or another, airglow has become
a regular feature in the magnificent celestial displays witnessed over the ESOsites. Even at one of the darkest placeson the planet, the sky never becomescompletely dark.AcknowledgementsThe authors acknowledge interesting conversationswith Bob Fosbury.ReferencesHanuschik, R. W. 2003, A&A, 407, 1157Hathaway, D. H. 2015, Living Rev. Solar Phys., 12, 4Heirtzler, J. R. 2002, JASTP, 64, 1701
Khomich, V. Y. et al. 2008, Airglow as an Indicator of
	Upper Atmospheric Structure and Dynamics,(Berlin: Springer)McLennan, 1928, Bakerian Lecture. The Aurora and	Its Spectrum, Royal Society Proc. A, 120, 785Noll, S. et al. 2012, A&A, 543, A92Noll, S. et al. 2014, A&A, 567, A25Noll, S. et al. 2015a, Atmospheric Chemistry and	Physics, 15, 3647Noll, S. et al. 2015b, ACPD, 15, 30793Patat, F. 2004, The Messenger, 115, 18Patat, F. 2008, A&A, 481, 575Roach, F. E. & Gordon, J. L. 1973, The Light of the	Night Sky, (Dordrecht: Reidel)Rousselot, P. et al. 2000, A&A, 354, 1134Taylor, M. J. et al. 1997, JGR, 102, 26283Links1
 ky brightness record from VISTA VIRCAM imag
Sing: http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/technical/sky-brightness-variationAstronomical News
Petr Horlek1Lars Lindberg Christensen1Jzsef Br 2Martin Setvk 3
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Light Phenomena over the ESO Observatories II:
Red SpritesESOResearch Centre of Astronomy andEarth Sciences, GGI, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary3Czech Hydrometeorological Institute,Prague, Czech Republic2

On 20 January 2015, ESO Photo Ambas
sador Petr Horlek was photographingthe Milky Way at the La Silla Observatory,when a series of short-lived flashes ofred light appeared above the horizon andcaught his eye. Using a digital camera,adapted for better near-infrared performance by removing the infrared blockingfilter, a series of features known as redsprites was successfully photographed(see Figure 1). Red sprites have not beenextensively imaged, and the image inFigure 1 marked the first time that theyhad been captured from a major astronomical observatory.Subsequent investigation revealed theorigin of the sprites to be a cluster ofmassive thunderstorms over northernArgentina on the eastern foothills of theAndes. Figure 2 shows the Meteosat-10satellite image of this thunderstorm;the storms activity reached its maximumat the time this image was recorded.The red sprites were photographed fromLa Silla around the same time. The coreof the thunderstorm is marked in Figure 2and was located about 560 kilometresfrom La Silla.
Figure 1. (Above) Red sprites caught on extremely
deep d igital camera images from the La Silla Observatory on 20 January 2015. The time of each exposure is indicated.Figure 2. This imagefrom the EUMETSATsM eteosat-10 (MeteosatSecond Generation,MSG-3) satellite wastaken on 20 January2015 at 7:30 UTC.The storm cell abovewhich the sprites wereobserved (Figure 1) ismarked.
EUMETSAT; Martin Setvk/CHMI; Petr Horlek/ESO

A rare atmospheric phenomenon,
known as red sprites, was observedand captured on camera from theLaSilla Observatory. This event signalled the first time that these extremelyshort-lived flashes of red light, originating in the Earths upper atmosphere,were photographed from a major astronomical observatory. Further imagesof red sprites from the La Silla ParanalObservatory sites are presented andthe nature of red sprites is discussed.
A week later at Paranal, just a few hours
before daybreak on 27 January 2015,the first author once again spotted theunmistakable tendrils of red sprites, andthis time photographed several overan almost two-hour period (see Figure 3).From the cameras perspective, theyappeared to come from the direction ofthe rising Galactic Bulge of the Milky Way.In reality they originated from anotherhuge complex of storms over the Andesat approximately the same location inArgentina, this time about 620 kilometresaway. Figure 4 shows the Meteosat-10image of this storm. The most spectacularred sprites were photographed fromParanal from 8:30 to 9:10UTC. The coreof the thunderstorm is marked in Figure 4
and is located about 550 kilometres from
the Paranal Observatory.The storms were so strong that anotherdisplay of their activity was observed anddocumented. High in the atmosphere,gravity waves generated by these storms(Siefring et al., 2010) formed ripples in thegreenish layer of airglow about four hoursbefore the red sprites appeared (Figure5).The first observations of red spritesThe existence of transient luminousevents, or TLEs, was predicted by theScottish physicist Charles Wilson (18691959) in 1920. He was the inventor of the
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Figure 3. The unmistakable tendrils of multiple red
sprites imaged by ESO Photo Ambassador PetrHorlek from ESOs Paranal Observatory on27 January 2015. Two exposures were combined,with the upper sprite occurring at 7:46:43 UTCand the lower at 8:07:25 UTC. In the foreground isone of the 1.8metre VLT Auxiliary Telescopes.
auroral cameras in Minnesota, USA (Franz
et al., 1990), and interest has increasedfollowing imaging from the NASA SpaceShuttle and the International Space Station (ISS); see Jehl et al. (2013) and Yairet al. (2013). Astronauts on the ISS have aparticularly good vantage point and haverecorded red sprites with digital cameras(Figure 6). The appearance of red spritesshortly follows the occurrence of the corresponding lightning stroke; both kindsof flashes are often captured on the sameimage that is taken from space.P. Horlek/ESO

EUMETSAT; Martin Setvk/CHMI; Petr Horlek/ESO
Astronomical News

Wilson cloud chamber for the detection
of elementary particles, and he wasawarded the Nobel Prize in 1927 for hisdevelopment of a method of visualisingelectrical particle tracks in condensedvapours. Unfortunately, Wilson did notlive to witness the experimental confirmation of his theory.
storms  another consequence of tropo
spheric lightning activity (Fishman et al.,1994).What causes red sprites to appear?In thunderstorms, most cloud-to-grounddischarges are called negative lightning,as they transfer negative charge tothe ground. However, up to 5 % of all discharges are positive cloud-to-groundPetr Horlek/ESO

The interest in TLEs has grown since
1989, when they were first detected with
A few years after the discovery of red
sprites, the NASA Compton GammaRay Observatory m anaged to observegamma bursts originating above thunder
Figure 4. Image taken by the Meteosat-10 satellite
on 27 January 2015 at 8:45 UTC as the thunderstorms activity decreased. The weakening stormcell, above which the sprites in Figure 3 wereobserved, is indicated.
Figure 5. Gravity waves
in the airglow aboveParanal, just a few hoursbefore the red spritesshown in F igure 3 werephotographed over thedistant storm.44
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Figure 7. The family of TLE phenomena is depicted.
Adapted from an illustration by Frankie Lucena.
Figure 6. Red sprite photographed from the Interna
tional Space Station above Southeast Asia in April2012.
lightning that transfer positive charge
from the thundercloud to the ground. Upto ten times more energetic than negativelightning, positive lightning seems to bewhat makes the Earths atmosphere produce red sprites and some of the otherTLE phenomena, commonly known asupper-atmospheric lightning (Boccippioet al., 1995).Red sprites are a manifestation of complex high-altitude electrical dischargeprocesses (Pasko et al., 2012; Siingh etal., 2012). They typically show up overlarge and powerful thunderstorms thatare strong enough to trigger gravitywaves in the upper atmosphere. Theseunusual flashes are formed at altitudesup to 90 kilometres and get their distinctred hue from the excited nitrogen molecules in the atmosphere. They show upas figures composed of channels, beadsand puffs (Br, 2013). Red sprites arecaused by electrical discharge fronts thatmove rapidly in the high-altitude electricfield generated by tropospheric lightning1.There are many different species ofTLEs (see Figure 7). The nomenclatureof TLE phenomena is usually based ontheir shape and colour in the sky: bluejets, which occur at heights of 1545 kilometres above the ground; red spritesat heights 5085 kilometres; and elves ataround 90100 kilometres altitude (Paskoet al., 2012; Marshall & Inan, 2007). Thevertically longest TLE phenomenon is thegigantic jet, which starts from the cloudtops and ends around 90 kilometresabove the ground (Siingh et al., 2012). It
has been speculated that similar phe
nomena could occur on other planets inthe Solar System (Yair et al., 2009).Red sprites are the most frequently photographed type of upper-atmospheric lightning phenomena on Earth. In photographs, they appear rather dim and theexact time and location of their appearance in the sky is unpredictable. Theyshow up for only a fraction of a second,making them difficult to document andstudy. However with a wide-aperturelens and a clear view to the horizon in thedirection of a powerful thunderstorm,together with low light pollution, they canbe imaged with commercial cameras.The La Silla and Paranal Observarorysites provide ideal conditions for photographing TLE phenomena. The observatories are located at more than 2000metres above sea level and the dry andtransparent air allows the phenomenato be observed at great distances andvery low above the horizon. During midsummer (JanuaryFebruary), SouthAmerica is rich in strong thunderstormsystems, especially above Brazil andArgentina. Due to the extremely low levelsof light pollution above the ESO sites andthe unimpeded view to the east, thereis a good chance of capturing such phenomena with digital cameras, despitethe very large distances to the thunderstorms. Recording the same red spritesfrom La Silla and Paranal simultaneouslywould enable the determination of theirheight and size by triangulation.
Red sprites are not yet completely under
stood and any new image showing themis valuable to atmospheric scientistsstudying these phenomena. Now ESOhas been able to contribute to this intriguing puzzle of the Earths atmosphere.AcknowledgementsThe contribution of Jzsef Br was supported bythe National Research, Development and InnovationOffice, Hungary (NKFIH), K115836, and by theJnos Bolyai Research Scholarship of the HungarianAcademy of Sciences. We are grateful to BobFosbury for comments.ReferencesBoccippio, D. J. et al. 1995, Science, 269, 1088Br, J. 2013, J. Atmospheric & Solar-Terrestrial	 Physics, 92, 151Fishman, G. J. et al. 1994, Science, 264, 1313Franz, R. C., Nemzek, R. J. & Winckler, J. R. 1990,	 Science, 249, 4964, 48Jehl, A., Farges, T. & Blanc, E. 2013, J. Geophysical	 Research: Space Phys., 116, 454Marshall, R. A. & Inan, U. S. 2007, Geophysical	 Research Letters, 34, L05806Pasko, V. P., Yair, Y. & Kuo, C.-L. 2012, Space Sci.	 Rev., 168, 475Siefring, C. L. et al. 2010, J. Geophysical Research,	 115, A00E57Siingh, D. et al. 2012, Space Sci. Rev., 169, 73Yair, Y. et al. 2009, J. Geophysical Research, 114,	E09002Yair, Y. et al. 2013, J. Atmospheric & Solar-Terrestrial	 Physics, 102, 140Links1
 he BBC documentary Exploring the Edge of
TSpace features spectacular footage of red sprites:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqeqWOQQe2Y
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Astronomical NewsReport on the ESOESA Workshop

Science Operations 2015: Science Data Management
held at ESO Headquarters, Garching, Germany, 2427 November 2015Martino Romaniello1Chistophe Arviset 2Bruno Leibundgut 1Danny Lennon 2Michael Sterzik112
ESOESAC, Villafranca de Castillo, Madrid,Spain

During four intense days, more than
100astronomers, software engineers,science operation and data management experts gathered for the secondinstallment of the ESOESA workshopseries Science Operations: Workingtogether in support of science. Twoyears ago, the inaugural meeting of theseries at the European Space Astronomy Centre in Madrid provided an overview of all of the different aspects ofScience Operations. This years gathering was focused on science datamanagement, and an overview of thepresentations and a summary of thediscussions is provided.Introduction: Science data managementfor European astronomyESO and the European Space Agency(ESA) generate a significant fraction ofscience data from ground and space forthe European astronomical community(and beyond). These data feed both directprincipal investigator (PI) demands anduse by the community-at-large throughpowerful science archives. The objectiveof the workshop was to present and discuss the various approaches to sciencedata management, with the goals of: comparing and improving processesand approaches; fostering innovations; enabling a more efficient use ofresources; establishing and intensifying collaborations, specifically exploring ways toenhance the value of the data throughcommon strategies and practices; establishing ways to collect communityfeedback and gauge the success andlimitations of implemented solutions; exploring synergies and mutual supportof science operations for ground andspace missions.46
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Specific topics included quality assurance
of science data and related calibrations,data reduction and analysis, and sciencearchives (content and user services).Some 45 talks and 20 posters were presented. All of the talks and a selection ofthe posters are accessible via the workshop web page1 (individual talks havelinks to the Zenodo platform2 to providepermanent Digital Object Identifiers[DOIs] that are citable and discoverable).The programme was structured aroundbroad groups of topics, or tracks. Herewe will follow these tracks, rather thanthe purely chronological order of thepresentations. (In the electronic versionof this article, clicking on the name of thepresenter leads to the correspondingpresentation.)Introductory overviewsThe proceedings were opened by welcome addresses from Andreas Kaufer,ESO Director of Operations, and MartinKessler, Head of the Operations Department at the European Space AstronomyCentre (ESAC). In presenting broad overviews of the goals and perspectives ofthe two organisations, they highlightedthe central role that science data management plays in enabling the scientificexploitation of the missions/observatories. Christophe Arviset from ESA andMartino Romaniello from ESO expandedon this introduction. In particular, Arvisetpresented the new approach that ESA istaking to integrate the development of allarchives under the same organisationalunit in order to foster close collaborationbetween astronomers and software engineers. This approach also allows individual mission archives to be embeddedwithin a more general c ontext, enablingand facilitating multi-mission scientificarchive searches (e.g., the ESASky interface, described below). Romaniellodescribed ESOs efforts towards an integrated approach to science data management, ensuring that instruments areworking properly, that the science content can be extracted from the data and,finally, the science data delivered to ourusers, PIs and archive researchers alike.Impressive statistics on archive accessand data usage were shown for both ESA
and ESO to corroborate the growing role
of archive science in the astronomicallandscape. Examples cited were: morethan 50 % of the refereed publicationsthat use Hubble Space Telescope (HST)data are based on archival data; the userbase of processed data products fromthe ESO Science Archive Facility hasgrown to a grand total of more than 1200individuals (and counting).Archives and data centresFelix Stoehr introduced ALMA sciencedata management, which may be considered as an evolution of the Very LargeTelescope (VLT) approach, but withimportant differences (e.g., the ScienceArchive is at the heart of the ALMA dataflow: quality assessment is made andbased on the actual science goals of thePIs, rather than on relying on the instrument characterisation and modelling).Stoehr also offered thought-provokingideas on the evolution of astronomy as ascience, from being photon-starved tohaving to deal with a deluge of data.Roland Walter brought in experiencefrom high-energy astrophysics in demonstrating the power of legacy datasetsto generate new discoveries, especiallywhen analysed in ways that the originalresearchers could not have anticipated.A range of examples was given, from thenew discovery of an accretion event bythe black hole in the galaxy NGC 4845,to a detailed study of the wind velocityfield of a nearby star. An archival stackedimage corresponding to an exposure timeof no less than 35 years was particularlyimpressive!In a series of talks spread over differentsessions, Denis Mourard, FranoiseGenova, Giovanni Lamanna and JohannesReetz elaborated on the wider Europeancontext of science data management.With initiatives like ASTRONET, the Horizon 2020 Astronomy European StrategyForum on Research Infrastructures(ESFRI) and Research Infrastructure Cluster (ASTERICS) project and the Europeandata initiative (EUDAT), it is clear thatattention, at a continental level, is highwith regard to astronomical science datamanagement and the quest for synergiesacross disciplines. This found a nice echo
Figure 1. Delegates of the Science Operations 2015
(SciOps2015) ESO/ESA Workshop pose for a photoon the bridge connecting buildings at ESO Headquarters in Garching, Germany.
in the talks by Frderic Hemmer from
the European Organization for NuclearResearch (CERN), where managing thedata is a significant challenge at all levels,and a crucial one for its exploitation, andby David Schade and Sverin Gaudet.The latter presented the nationwideCanadian Advanced Network for Astronomical Research (CANFAR) e-infrastructure and the transformational effect it hashad on the role of data centres like theCanadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC).The requirements, and associatedchallenges, of processing, calibrating toan astrometric precision of order 10microarcseconds, and archiving the 1012measurements for one billion stellarsources and spectra delivered by theESA Gaia satellite were the focus of talksby Antonella Vallenari, Fred Jansen,Jos Luis Hernandez-Munoz (presentedby William OMullane), Marco Rielloand Juan Gonzalez-Nez. In order tomeet these challenges, a pan-Europeancooperation, the Data Processing andAnalysis Consortium (DPAC), has beenput in place, through which over 1000staff years have been channelled since2006, mostly supported through nationalfunding.A similar scheme of distributed data centres for processing, archiving and distributing data is being put in place for thenext big ESA astronomy mission, Euclid,the topic of the presentation by Marc
Sauvage. With the aim of characterising
the properties of the accelerating Universe in its components (dark matter anddark energy) and the dominant largescale force (gravity), the mission will collect shape parameters for 1.5 billion galaxies and 30 million photometric redshiftsto an accuracy of  z of 0.001. Preparations are well underway, so that implementation can begin for the start of thenominal mission in 2021. The topic ofdistributed data management systems,or data federations, was also the focusof the presentation of Edwin Valentijn.The case in point is the AstroWise information system, currently in operation withOmegaCAM on the VLT Survey Telescope (VST) and the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) on the VLT. Themulti-disciplinary versatility of AstroWisewas highlighted, though its applicationsto the Low Frequency Array for Radioastronomy (LOFAR) telescope, life science projects and business applications.Continuing the topic of data centres,Mike Irwin traced the multi-decennialhistory of the Cambridge AstronomicalSurvey Unit (CASU), from digitisingUnited Kingdom Schmidt Telescope(UKST) and Palomar Observatory SkySurvey (POSS) photographic plates tosupporting surveys on cutting-edge current facilities (e.g., VIRCAM on the VLTInfrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy[VISTA], OmegaCAM on the VST, WFCAMon the United Kingdom InfraRed Telescope [UKIRT], MegaCAM on the CanadaFrance Hawaii Telescope [CFHT],SuprimeCAM on the Subaru telescope,DECAM on the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory [CTIO], etc.) and
future (4MOST on VISTA, WEAVE on the
William Herschel Telescope [WHT]) facilities. Key to its success is to have peoplein the team who actively do science withthe data as this is the only way to understand the relevant details.The activities of the Wide Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU) in Edinburgh were presented by Nicholas Cross. Most ofthe data received is processed at CASU,and WFAU specialises in building andoperating survey science archives.Imaging surveys carried out on WFCAMon UKIRT, VIRCAM at VISTA andOmegaCAM on the VST account for mostof its current work, which also includesoperating the archive for the GaiaESOspectroscopic Public Survey. Again, theimportance of staff understanding thescience, the data and the archive systemitself was highlighted as critical for its ultimate success.The Centro de Astrobiologa (CAB) DataCentre is the most important Spanishastronomical data centre and was thefocus of the presentation by EnriqueSolano. Among others, it contains thescientific archives of the Gran TelescopioCanarias (GTC) and the Calar Alto Observatory (CAHA). It draws its raison dtreand success from a tight connection withits community of data providers, professional astronomers and amateurs andthe general public, providing them withadded-value services on top of the data.Jos Manuel Alacid introduced the GTCPublic Archive. It provides access toboth raw and science-ready data, whichare provided both by the communityand generated in-house. The archive has
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Romaniello M. et al., Report on the ESOESA Workshop "SciOps2015"

been designed in compliance with the
standards defined by the InternationalVirtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) toguarantee a high level of data accessibility and handling and, indeed, receivesmore accesses through Virtual Observatory protocols than through webinterfaces.
expert and standard users are provided
in the form of virtual machines and webinterfaces, respectively.
Mark Allen presented the activities of
the Centre de Donnes astronomiquesde Strasbourg (CDS), which since 1972has been collecting u seful data on celestial objects in electronic form, and thenimproving the data by critical evaluationand combination, before distributing theresults to the international communityand conducting research using thesedata. The CDS has grown to be a reference data centre for astronomy thatdelivers critically evaluated, professionallycurated information and whose services,e.g., SIMBAD, Vizier, Aladin and X-Match,provide added value to scientific contentin order to support the astronomyresearch community.The archives of several ESA astronomyand planetary missions were presentedin the talks by Santa Martinez and IakiOrtiz de Landaluce (BepiColombo),Deborah Baines (the new European HSTarchive), Eva Verdugo (the Herschel Science Archive), Xavier Dupac (the PlanckLegacy Archive), Tanja Lim (ExoMars)and Michele Armano (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna [LISA] Pathfinder).Bruno Mern showcased the brand-newESASky astronomy multi-mission interface, which was recently released in itsbeta version, and which brings access toall ESA astronomy missions under oneroof, allowing for easy access to multiwavelength targets across the entire sky.Vicente Navarro introduced the activitiescarried out at ESAC to provide long-termpreservation of data analysis softwarefor four missions that are now in their legacy phase, namely ISOPHOT InteractiveAnalysis (PIA) for the Infrared SpaceObservatory (ISO) from 1995, the ScienceAnalysis Software (SAS) for the X-rayMulti-Mission Mission (XMM) Newtonsatellite from 1999, the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE) from2009 and EXIA for the European X-rayObservatory SATellite (EXOSAT), datingback to 1983. Tailored solutions for48
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Ivan Zolotukhin presented an interesting
example of citizen science, throughwhich a new web application was built toefficiently expose the 3XMM-DR5 catalogue from the XMM-Newton mission. Byproviding convenient access to previouslyexisting data products, in its few monthsof public operations the interface hasalready tackled different science casesand led to a variety of results, includingthe discovery of new cataclysmic variables, of the first non-recycled pulsar andof the second cooling neutron star.Science data managementScience data management at ESO wasdiscussed in some detail in the talksby Steffen Mieske and Burkhard Wolff(data quality assurance and instrumenttrending), Reinhard Hanuschik (qualitycontrolled generation of science dataproducts for archive publication), WolframFreudling (user science data reduction),Jrg Retzlaff (Phase 3, i.e. the publicationof science data products through theESO Science Archive Facility) andNausicaa Delmotte (validation of Phase 3data). Isabelle Prcheron elaborated onthe experience of bringing the PIONIERVLT Interferometer instrument from a(very successful) visitor instrument to onethat is offered to the whole community,fully integrated into ESO dataflow operations. Marina Rejkuba described howESO supports its community in preparingand designing observations in order tomaximise their science return as well asthe overall efficiency of the observatory.Pascal Ballester reported on scientificsoftware development at ESO, discussingthe lessons learned and evolution of theprocess for the next generation of toolsand observing facilities.Peter Weilbacher presented the MUSEinstrument, a wide-field integral fieldspectrograph that started science operations about one year ago at the VLT.The availability of a mature science pipeline from the beginning has allowedscience results to be generated from thevery complex data that the instrumentproduces. At the same time, a develop
ment path was identified and imple
mented to take into account what wasbeing learnt from the actual data, asopposed to the expectations from preoperation simulations.Steven Crawford presented the datamanagement activities at the SouthernAfrican Large Telescope (SALT). The11-metre-diameter telescope is operatedentirely in queue mode and is designedto explore the time domain. The challenge of operating it on a small budgetis met by leveraging existing softwareand user expertise, ultimately yielding arate of refereed publications comparableto other 810-metre-class telescopes.Providing a glimpse of the ground-basedfuture, Gijs Verdoes Kleijns talk focusedon the science data management of theEuropean Extremely Large Telescopes(E-ELT) first-light instrument, the MultiAdaptive Optics Imaging Camera forDeep Observations (MICADO), an opticaland near-infrared imager and spectrograph. Key to being able to handle datafrom such a system, composed notonly of the instrument itself, but also ahighly complex, time-variable telescopeand Earths atmosphere, is to model itthoroughly. In this way the instrument,telescope and atmosphere status canbe determined at once, and then thescience information extracted from theastronomical source.Arguably the ultimate outcome in the lifecycle of science data is that of generatingrefereed publications. The NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) has longbeen used as a source of informationabout the scientific literature in astronomyand physics. Alberto Accomazzi reportedon recent efforts at ADS to widen therange of available scientific resources toinclude datasets linked to the publications, observing proposals and softwareused in refereed astronomy papers. Perhaps not surprisingly, well-linked datapapers, which are easy to discover by abroad audience, ultimately have a higherimpact by receiving more citations.Tracking the publication record of ESOfacilities was the focus of the presentation by Uta Grothkopf on the ESO Telescope Bibliography (telbib). telbib is adatabase of refereed papers published by
the ESO user community that links data
in the ESO Science Archive Facility withthe published literature, and vice versa.After careful curation, the rich metadataprovide parameters for reports andstatistics that allow the performance ofESOs facilities to be investigated and tohelp understand trends and developments in the publishing behaviour of theuser community. telbib is an invaluabletool to guide future developments.Concluding discussionAndreas Kaufer and Danny Lennonwrapped up the workshop by offeringpoints for discussion on the themes thatemerged during the workshop itself: Quality assurance is critical in buildingtrusted content, which, in turn, is criticalto having the community embracearchives for science use. There is likely room for both centralisedand distributed data reduction, depending on the project. The role of observatories to support this is probablygoing to increase as data volume andcomplexity increase. The content of science archives shouldbe trusted and ready for science. Archive services should be oriented tousers in order to increase the easeof utilisation and the discoverability ofdata, with tools to enhance the scientific return of the (ground and spacebased) facilities.The debate that followed was too variedto be represented here in any detail, butit surely highlighted the richness andenormous scientific potential that sciencedata management increasingly has inthe present and future landscape inastronomy.
The great response to the workshop, with
more than 100 people attending, testifiesto the timeliness of a broad discussionon science data management in astronomy. It provided a forum for people toexchange ideas and compare approachesthrough which both the similarities andthe differences were identified, not onlyconcerning the problems in this particulararea that we are facing as a community,but also in the ways in which they can beaddressed. The workshop will hopefullygive momentum to a dialogue, or, bettersaid, dialogues, that will carry on anddeepen in the future and foster collaborations for the benefit of the astronomicaluser community at large.ProspectsAstronomy as a science is going througha very interesting phase of change, drivenby the fast-growing amount and complexity of data. Analysis of multi-wavelength, multi-messenger data will nodoubt grow in importance, as will theneed to minimise the transfer of large volumes of data by processing them in situ.In an increasing number of cases thefocus is shifting from primarily workingwith ones own data obtained directlyat the telescope to complementing, oreven replacing this data entirely, withdata accessed from powerful archivesfilled and curated by dedicated professionals. In some cases the archives arefilled with data originally obtained forobserving proposals on specific individual projects, while in other cases, as forthe Sloan D igital Sky Survey (SDSS)or the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope(LSST), data are conceived from theonset for archive use by the communityat large. This transition has many similari
ties with the one that saw classical
observing being more and more replacedby service or queue mode for groundbased observatories. As was the case forthe observing transition, the successof the data transition will critically dependon two pillars: building the trust of theuser community in the data they willreceive; and providing a streamlined,science-oriented user experience. Dataand archive service providers will have toadapt to and participate in defining thesechanges.After the introductory general workshoptwo years ago (Primas & Hanowski,2013), the success of this ESOESAworkshop, focused on a specific topic,confirms the validity and potential ofthe formula. Discussions have alreadystarted on possible topics for the nextinstallment in the series: see you in twoyears at ESAC!AcknowledgementsWe would like to warmly thank the Local OrganisingCommittee (Vronique Ziegler, Adam Dobrzycki,Michael Naumann and Rein Warmels) and SimonLowery and Judy Asher for IT support. ESAs support in providing food and refreshments to sustainthe long hours of (fruitful!) discussions is gratefullyacknowledged. Special thanks go to AlbertoAccomazzi for taking time off from his Thanksgivingholiday to be with us for his presentation.ReferencesPrimas, F. & Hanowski, N. 2013, The Messenger,	 154, 67Links1
 orkshop web page: https//www.eso.org/sci/
Wmeetings/2015/SciOps2015.html2Zenodo DOI platform: http://zenodo.org/A 360-degree panoramaof the Very Large Telescope Control Room atnight.
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European Radio Interferometry School 2015
held at ESO Headquarters, Garching, Germany, 610 September 2015Robert Laing1Anita Richards 212
ESOJodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics,University of Manchester, UnitedK ingdom

The sixth European Interferometry
School (ERIS2015) was held at ESO forthe first time. As usual the school wasaimed at graduate students and earlycareer postdocs, but this year theemphasis was on enhanced wide-bandwidth interferometers covering metreto submillimetre wavebands. More than100participants attended ERIS2015.The topics of the school are brieflydescribed here. They covered a widerange, from an introduction to radiointerferometric techniques throughpackages for data reduction and analysis to hands-on workshop sessions andproposal writing.This was the sixth European RadioInterferometry School, a series whichstarted in 2005 with the organisationundertaken, in turn, by major Europeanradio astronomy centres. Previousschools have been run by ManchesterUniversity; the Max-Planck-Institut frRadioastronomie (MPIfR), Bonn; OxfordUniversity; INAFIstituto di Radioastronomia (held in Rimini); and the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy(ASTRON)/Joint Institute for VLBI inEurope (JIVE). With the Atacama LargeMillimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)coming into full operation and the availability of space in the new HeadquartersBuilding, we felt that it would be appropriate for ESO to organise ERIS in 2015.ERIS provided five days of lectures andtutorials on how to obtain scientificresults from radio interferometry at metreto submillimetre wavelengths. It wasprimarily intended for graduate studentsand beginning postdoctoral fellows. Theemphasis was on the generation of newand greatly enhanced interferometersthat have recently become available toEuropean astronomers, including theLow Frequency ARray (LOFAR), theextended Multi-Element Radio Linked50
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Interferometer Network (eMERLIN), the
European VLBI Network (EVN), theJansky Very Large Array (JVLA), ALMAand the Institut de RadioastronomieMillimtrique (IRAM) Plateau de Bure/theNOrthern Extended Millimeter Array(NOEMA). The school also covered theuse of archive data and looked forwardto the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) andits precursors.The programme was developed fromthose of earlier ERIS schools, with anincreased emphasis on wide-bandwidthinterferometers and on the use of theCommon AStronomy Applications (CASA)package for data-reduction tutorials(the Astronomical Image Processing System [AIPS] was still used, but only forVery Long Baseline Interferometry [VLBI]data). We felt that it was essential forthe students to learn techniques appropriate to modern arrays from the start,but took the decision to switch fromolder, narrowband data with some trepidation as the sizes of the tutorial datasetsincreased substantially, causing problemswith distribution and processing speed.Students were expected to bring theirown laptops with the standard softwarealready installed; support was availablefrom ESO and the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO, USA) to helpwith installation problems and ESO provided a number of loan laptops. In theend, we believe that the change was wellworth the additional effort.We decided that any attempt to coverthe science enabled by radio interferometry in depth would take too long andwas, in any case, better integrated withperspectives from other techniques. Theschool therefore started with two lectureson the fundamentals of radio interferometry (a gentle introduction for beginners,followed by a more mathematical underpinning) and an overview of modern radiointerferometers. The programme wenton to cover the generic data-reductionprocess for radio interferometry througha mix of lectures and hands-on tutorials.The main areas were: editing and removalof radio-frequency interference; calibrationof continuum, spectral-line and polarisation data; imaging and deconvolution;and extraction of information from imagesor datacubes. The special problems ofobserving at very high (ALMA) and low
(LOFAR) frequencies were also covered.
Parallel tutorials allowed students tofollow their own interests in advancedtopics or to continue working on thebasic tutorials.One aspect of radio interferometry thatprospective users often find obscureis the choice of instrument, frequency,spectral configuration and observingtime. As well as lectures on the concepts,we also held a special tutorial in whichstudents divided into small groups towrite the technical case for an observingproposal on a topic of their choice. Theseproposals were presented at the end ofthe school. This exercise, which we firstintroduced at the Oxford ERIS, proved tobe popular, and resulted in some excellent proposals.On reflection, after the school, it becameclear to us that the techniques of (sub)millimetre and centimetre-wave interferometry have now converged and can betaught together quite effectively. Thereare some obvious differences, mostlyconnected with the malign effects of theatmosphere at shorter wavelengths, butthe main data-reduction steps are identical and the same package, CASA, canbe used for both. However, wide-fieldimaging at low frequencies does requirea different approach, because of the sizeof the datasets and the need for specialised software. This might argue for adifferent split in topics for future interferometry schools.Lectures and most tutorials for ERIS2015 took place in the new Eridanusauditorium, with parallel tutorials beingheld in neighbouring meeting rooms.There were 113 students (a new recordfor ERIS  see Figure 1). Of these,95 came from EU member states andthe rest were from Switzerland, theRussian Federation, T urkey, Brazil, Chile,Colombia, Korea, Japan, India and SouthAfrica. The majority were doctoral ormasters students or early-career postdoctoral researchers. A few more seniorparticipants attended the school: established researchers changing field, radioastronomy software developers andobservatory support staff. Thirty-sevenparticipants were female (33 %) and asignificant proportion were non-white.Astronomical News

Figure 1. Participants at ERIS 2015 photographed
outside the new ESO Headquarters building.
Social events included two buffet sup
pers at ESO (one a magnificent Bavarianbarbecue). These were each followed byevening science lectures, by KatherineBlundell from the University of Oxford onthe Galactic microquasar SS433 and byTim de Zeeuw on the work of ESO. Bothevents proved very popular with thestudents and the nature of the questionssuggested that we had (on average, ifnot for every individual) provided the rightamount of alcohol beforehand. Wedecided that forcing the students to visitthe local LOFAR station on their freeafternoon was a bad idea, given the competition from other attractions in Munich,
and gave them a U-Bahn ticket for the
central zone instead. All arrived promptlyat ESO the next morning, so this wasprobably the right decision!Further information, including all of thelectures, tutorial scripts and datasets canbe found at the school home page1.AcknowledgementsThe meeting was co-sponsored by ESO andRadionet3, an EU Integrated Infrastructure Initiativeto coordinate access, development, and training forradio astronomy facilities in Europe2. RadioNet3 hasreceived funding from the European Unions SeventhFramework Programme for research, technologicaldevelopment and demonstration under grant agreement no 283393. We are grateful to the membersof the Local and Scientific Organising Committees
and to all of the lecturers, tutors and ESO helpers for
their work in designing and presenting a coherentprogramme. Many other people helped to make theschool a success. We would particularly like tothank: Tim de Zeeuw and Katherine Blundell for theirafter-dinner talks; Berkan Maruthadiyan and TamasTutundiscz for audio-visual and laptop support; AnaVukovic for keeping us supplied with coffee; AndreaDinkel and colleagues for sorting out the finances;and Wolfgang Wild for agreeing to the substantialESO contribution. Finally, at every meeting there isusually one person without whom the whole organisation would have fallen apart. In our case, this wasElena Zuffanelli, who worked long and hard to makethe school a success.Links1
 RIS 2015 school home page: http://www.eso.org/
Esci/meetings/2015/eris2015.html2Radionet3: http://www.radionet-eu.org
The AstroMundusESO Connection
Liz Humphreys1Gaitee Hussain1Andy Biggs1Hau-Yu Lu1Eric Emsellem1Annalisa De Cia1Alexis Lavail 1Jason Spyromilio11
ESO

The AstroMundus Programme is an E+
Erasmus Mundus Joint Masters Degreecourse in astronomy and astrophysicsoffered by a consortium of Europeanuniversities and research institutes. In2014 and 2016, AstroMundus Mastersstudents visited ESO and participatedin proposal-writing sessions, duringwhich groups of students speed-wrotecomplete ALMA proposals, before presenting them to a pseudo Time Alloca-
tion Committee providing on-the-spot
feedback. The AstroMundus visit of2526 January 2016 is described.Nine students from the AstroMundusProgramme1 visited ESO during the afternoon of Monday 25 January 2016, with awelcome and introduction to ESO givenby Eric Emsellem. Annalisa De Cia, AlexisLavail and Jason Spyromilio then took
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Humphreys L. et al., The AstroMundusESO Connection

the students on a tour of ESO, including
the assembly hall where they couldgain an insight into instrument development activities (see Figure 1), and achance to see components of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT)and the upgrade work on the Very LargeTelescope (VLT) instrument CRIRES+.
Figure 1. The nine
Masters students, whoparticipated in theAstroMundus 2016 visitto ESO, shown in theAssembly Hall.
The following morning was devoted to
a single topic: how to write a good proposal. The sessions started with shorttalks by Liz Humphreys and GaiteeHussain, outlining the mission (to speedwrite an Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array [ALMA] proposal),introducing ALMA and explaining theimportant points of proposal-writing.Hau-Yu (Baobab) Lu, an ESO Fellow, thenpresented one of his successful ALMAproposals and explained what informationhe had included in the proposal, and why.The students then split into three groupsto prepare their own ALMA proposals.Each group was provided with a technical assistant with ALMA expertise (AndyBiggs, Baobab Lu and Liz Humphreys),who could help them to prepare the technical case and guide them in the useof the ALMA Observing Tool (OT). Thetopics of the proposals were pre-selectedby these technical assistants, based onexciting ALMA results that the studentscould use as a basis for their work. Thetopics were: protoplanetary discs, basedon the iconic ALMA HL Tau image (ALMAPartnership, Brogan et al., 2015); thehigh-redshift Universe, based on ALMAobservations of normal galaxies atz~7 (Maiolino et al., 2015); and astrochemistry, based on the finding that thedisc of the nearby low-mass star MWC340 has a comet-like composition (Oberget al., 2015). Each group needed to prepare a complete science case (up tofour pages) and provide the technicalinformation required by the ALMA OT. Ajustification of the technical setup in theOT was also required. Due to the shorttime available, the students were allowedto write their science case in the form ofbullet points.After a very hectic and enjoyable2.5hours, filled with discussions on howto set up observations, how to makescience cases unique and compelling,and brainstorming memorable proposal52
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Figure 2. Participants inthe 2016 AstroMundusESO speed-writingp roposal session. Thetechnical assistants,and some members ofthe Time AllocationPanel, are also present:Baobab Lu (first on theleft), Andy Biggs andLiz Humphreys on thefar right.

titles, the students completed their
mission to submit their proposals by thedeadline. Each team of students thengave a ten-minute presentation of theirproposals, highlighting the importantscientific and technical aspects. TheTime Allocation Committee, comprisedof Biggs, Humphreys, Hussain andLu, then gave feedback on the proposalsstrengths and weaknesses. We werethoroughly impressed by what the students were able to achieve in such ashort time.Based on the quality of their work andtheir enthusiasm for the task at hand,we are sure we will see AstroMundusgraduates using ESO and ALMA facilitiesin the near future. One current exampleis Aleksandar Cikota, an AstroMundusgraduate who is a PhD student at ESOand the International Max-PlanckResearch School (IMPRS). Aleksandarwas a participant in the first AstroMundusESO speed-proposal writing sessionheld in 2014.ReferencesALMA Partnership, Brogan, C. et al. 2015, ApJ,	 808, L3Oberg, K. et al. 2015, Nature, 520, 198Maiolino, R. et al. 2015, MNRAS, 452, 54Links1
A stroMundus p rogramme:http://www.astromundus.eu

Information on the AstroMundus Programme
The E+: Erasmus Mundus Joint Masters Degree(EMJMD) course in astronomy and astrophysics(AstroMundus Programme) is offered by a consortium of universities. The institutes participating inAstroMundus include the host University ofInnsbruck (Austria), the universities of Belgrade(Serbia), G ttingen (Germany), Padova and RomeTor Vergata (Italy). Associated partners are: theAstronomical Observatory of B elgrade; IstitutoNazional Di Fisica Nucleare  Gran Sasso ScienceInstitute (Italy); and the Max Planck Institute forSolar System Research (Germany). All students startat the University of Innsbruck and then continue theirstudies, getting the chance to work in at least twoof the four countries participating in the programme.Astronomical News

Gert Finger Becomes Emeritus Physicist
Tim de Zeeuw1Christian Lucuix1Michle Pron 11
ESO

Gert Finger has retired after almost
33years service and he has been madethe first Emeritus Physicist at ESO.An appreciation of some of his manyachievements in the developmentof infrared instrumentation and detectorcontrollers is given. A retirement partyfor Gert Finger was held in February2016.Gert Finger obtained a PhD degreein physics at the ETH (EidgenssischeTechnische Hochschule) in Zrich inMarch 1983, and a few months laterjoined ESO as an infrared instrumentationengineer with duty station in Garching.At that time, the state-of-the art detectorin the nearinfrared had a single pixel, providing indium antimonide (InSb) photometers for the nearinfrared and bolometers for longer wavelengths. ESO hadstarted to develop the Infrared Spectrometer (IRSPEC), a general purpose 15 mspectrograph for the New TechnologyTelescope (NTT), under the leadership ofAlan Moorwood. Together with ManfredMeyer, Gert developed a multiplexedreadout for a 1  32 element linear InSbdetector array. This was a major stepforward in infrared astronomy, both forthe concept and in terms of the performance achieved (Moorwood et al., 1986).Soon the first two-dimensional arraysbecame available, based on a 58  62pixel readout architecture from SantaBarbara Research Center (SBRC).But Europe had no access because ofexport restrictions from the USA. AMullard infrared CCD and various otherdetectors were installed in the InfraredArray Camera (IRAC), but problems withthe injection threshold of these detectorsaffected the performance for astronomical applications. After some years InSbdetectors based on the SBRC 58  62array became available in Europe and in1991 IRSPEC was retrofitted with thisdetector and a rather advanced Virtual
Machine Environment (VME) based read
out system (Moorwood et al., 1991).IRAC was succeeded at the MPG/ESO2.2-metre telescope by its siblingIRAC2 which used a 256  256 HgCdTe(1.02.5m) detector, the first of its kindat ESO. The Infrared Spectrometer AndArray Camera (ISAAC) for the Very LargeTelescope (VLT) was originally designedfor 256  256 format detectors, butwas readily modified to receive the new1k  1k HgCdTe detector arrays; one armof ISAAC was fitted with a Hawaii detector and the second one with an Aladdindetector, a quasi-proprietary devicewhich then had become available to thecommunity. To achieve the efficient readout of these much larger detectors, theIRACE controller was developed by Gerttogether with Manfred Meyer, helped byJoerg Stegmeier and Leander Mehrgan.As a spin-off, and also to bridge thegap to the time when ISAAC was operating on the VLT, SOFI (Son OF Isaac)was built for the NTT in order to replaceIRSPEC, which suffered from ratherstrong internal background noise. SOFIarrived on LaSilla (in 1997) a year earlierthan ISAAC at the VLT, and it is still heavily in demand by the community. K-bandlow resolution spectroscopy providesan example of the enormous impact ofthese detector developments: in 1998SOFI was four orders of magnitude moresensitive than the single pixel circularvariable filter (CVF) spectrophotometerin operation at the ESO 3.6-metre telescope in 1980, while having twenty-foldspectral resolution and ~ 400 simultaneous spectral elements, while the CVFallowed only sequential access.Subsequent instrument and detectordevelopments on the VLT have beenmore rapid, with CONICA, the VLT Imagerand Spectrometer for the Mid-infrared(VISIR), the CRyogenic InfraRed EchelleSpectrometer (CRIRES) with its mosaicof 4096  512 pixel Aladdin III detectors(soon to be upgraded to 2048  2048arrays) and the High Acuity Wide FieldK-band Imager (HAWKI) with brand-new2k  2k Hawaii-II RG sensors. The mostrecent generation of standard detectorsare the Hawaii IV RG (4k  4k) and willbe used by the Multi-Object Optical andNear-infrared Spectrograph (MOONS) onGert Finger

the VLT, and potentially also in instru
ments for the European Extremely LargeTelescope (E-ELT).In the meantime, the next technologicalleap in the detector controller area, theNew Generation Controller (NGC), caughtup with the detector developments.In 201214 the upgraded VISIR, and thenthe K-band Multi-Object Spectrograph(KMOS), were the first instruments tobenefit from what is now the standard,and probably the most advanced, detector controller available today.Gert also contributed to collaborativedetector programmes, such as the onewith the University of Hawaii and alsodirectly with manufacturers, for examplein the development of the SAFIRA detector with SELEX. The first application ofthe SAFIRA detectors was for the infraredwavefront sensors for GRAVITY, a crucialcomponent of the instrument. There wasalways the expectation that at some pointthere would be quasi-noiseless infrared detectors and Gert propelled thedevelopment of a second generation foroperation at 90 K. The success of theE-ELT critically depends on these detectors for wavefront sensing.
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Retirement partyA retirement party for Gert was held atESO Headquarters on 1 February 2016,attended by his friends and colleagues;the party included some remote appreciations by detector physicists from theUSA. In recognition of Gerts tremendousachievements, which have also substantially contributed to ESOs programmeand reputation, he was awarded the official status of Emeritus Physicist at ESO.The introduction of the Emeritus Physicistposition, of which Gert is the first recipient,is a way of recognising and honouring

individuals who have played a major role
in the development of ESO during theircareer. Emeritus Physicists are able tocontinue with their research activities, forexample by participating in meetings intheir areas of expertise, or giving presentations at conferences. The similar position of Emeritus Astronomer has existedfor some five years at ESO (see Primaset al., 2010). However, since ESO is madeup of people doing many other jobs inaddition to astronomers, the Emeritusroles have now been extended to includeboth Emeritus Physicists and EmeritusEngineers.AcknowledgementsThe expert help and reminiscences of FrankEisenhauer, Ulli Kaufl, Katjuscha Lockhart, SandroDOdorico and Jeremy Walsh are greatly appreciated.ReferencesFinger, G. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148, 914817Moorwood, A. et al. 1986, The Messenger, 44, 19Moorwood, A., Moneti, A. & Gredel, R. 1991,	The Messenger, 63, 77Primas, F., Casali, M. & Walsh, J. 2010,	 The Messenger, 141, 50
Fellows at ESO
Melissa McClureI grew up in the university town of Ithaca,NY in the USA, which provided a greatatmosphere for promoting my curiosityabout science. However, my particularinterest in astronomy got off to a somewhat bumpy start. In elementary school,our science teachers attempt to encourage my interest in the Solar Systembackfired when describing how the rubble left over from the tidal disruptionof a protoplanet by Jupiter may haveformed the Asteroid Belt. Having recentlybeen chastised on the topic of sharingwith other children, I felt that Jupiter hadclearly cheated the rules and informedthe teacher that I dont like grabby people, and I dont like grabby planets!.Fortunately, the terrestrial planets maintained their charm, and by the time Ireached high school I had progressedfrom reading The Magic School Bus: Lostin Space to collecting news clippingsabout the Earth and Mars. During my firstyear of high school, testing began onthe prototype for the future Spirit andOpportunity Martian rovers. As part ofthe missions outreach programme, each
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of the four principal US universities
selected one of their local area highschools to participate in the field testsof the prototype, FIDO. We were thehigh school selected by Cornell University. This was my first opportunity tosee scientists in action and also to seehow a large collaboration can workto accomplish a huge and complicatedtask. At the time (19992000) it was veryexciting just to teleconference over theinternet with the three other groups inorder to plan out our test mission (drivingthe rover through the Mojave Desert)and then watch it being executed. I washooked!When starting college at the Universityof Rochester in 2003, I was still unsureabout whether to pursue geology orastrophysics. After taking an introductorycourse with Professor Bill Forrest, Idecided to go the astrophysics route, andended up badgering him to let me workin his research group. My first projectwas reducing ground-based near-infraredphotometry from the NASA InfraRedTelescope Facility (IRTF) in support of afuture Spitzer InfraRed Spectrograph(IRS) programme on discs by the SpitzerMelissa McClure

instrument team. I continued working
with Bill on these data, mid-infraredphotometry from the United KindomInfraRed Telescope (UKIRT), and eventually the Spitzer IRS spectra themselvesduring the academic year and over sum
mer breaks, culminating in a Bachelors
degree thesis on the physical conditionsin low-mass embedded protostars.
into a programme to address a number of
research questions during the remainderof my Fellowship.
By this time, our group had acquired a
significant number of IRS spectra,and I spent the two years following myBachelor degree working for ProfessorDan Watson as the primary data reducerfor the team. It was a great way to learnabout both infrared astronomy and starformation, and by the end of the firstyear I knew I wanted to apply to graduateschool. In 2008, I started the PhD programme at the University of Michiganworking with Professor Nuria Calvet onspatial variation in dust composition anddistribution in protoplanetary discs. Usingthe DAlessio irradiated accretion disccode, I produced detailed disc-structuremodels with varying dust compositions(silicates and water ice), grain sizes,and radial distributions to compare withmedium-resolution infrared spectroscopyfrom Spitzer, Herschel, and groundbased near-infrared telescopes. There issuggestive evidence for spatial variationin the composition and distribution ofthese different dust species, particularlywater ice, which could affect the composition of planets forming at different locations in these discs. However, all of theseobservations were spatially unresolved.
The whole experience of developing
into a professional astronomer has beenreally rewarding, and I feel privileged tobe involved with exciting research at theforefront of planet formation. My opinionsabout Jupiter, and grabby planets ingeneral, have also shifted over time. NowI can acknowledge that sometimes thegrabbiest planets are the most interesting, because they can most easily showus the inner workings of the mechanismsfor planet formation in discs!
During my PhD, I travelled to Chile a few
times a year to use the Magellan telescopes at Las Campanas Observatoryand became familiar with the other astronomical facilities there, including the ESOsites. When applying for postdocs, ESOstood out as a good place to get involvedwith high-contrast imaging, which couldbe used to spatially resolve some of thecompositional gradients in the discs inwhich I was interested, as well as detecting the location of the grabbiest, i.e.most massive, protoplanets. In particular,I was excited by the next generation VeryLarge Telescope (VLT) instruments, likethe Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrastExoplanet Research instrument (SPHERE),and upgrades to the VLT Imager andSpectrometer for the mid InfraRed (VISIR).After starting at ESO, I joined the SPHEREinstrument team, participating in ScienceVerification and helping to verify the science quality of products produced by thereduction pipeline. Now I am in the process of consolidating my observing plansJulien MilliI had many interests as a kid, and astronomy was only one of them, along withvolcanology, geology, natural sciencesand the environment in general. Someholidays spent in the Auvergne, a chainof extinct volcanoes in the centre ofFrance, and many years later at the Pitonde la Fournaise, one of the most activevolcanos in the world, triggered my interest in Earth sciences. I remember bringing back many samples of basalt and olivine, and I even had the chance to seeone eruption when I was there. I was fascinated by these natural phenomenaand very curious to understand them atthe same time.I discovered astronomy a little bit earlier,thanks to an evening astronomy classorganised by an amateur in his free time.The class was followed by observationswith a small telescope. The first thing Iremember was how cold it was, standingoutside, in a little village in the Alps, atnight, in winter, waiting to put an eye tothe eyepiece! But then, how rewarding itwas to discover for the first time the wonders of the Orion Nebula! This amateurastronomer taught us many tricks to helpidentify the stars and constellations, andI would later put them into practice whenever I had the opportunity to enjoy a darknight sky.In high school, I loved mathematics andphysics, and I am very grateful to myteachers, who encouraged me a greatdeal. I kept reading a lot about astronomyand space exploration, but also about
Julien Milli

birds, and the environment and its protec
tion. It was hard to pick one career pathwith so many interests; I therefore decidedto study at a general engineering school,LEcole des Mines, in Paris. There, I couldkeep studying geology, but unfortunatelyastrophysics classes were scarce, andI had to wait until an Erasmus semester inDublin to take my very first astrophysicsclass  on stellar evolution. On the otherhand, my knowledge on sustainabledevelopment and energy grew. I finallyended up starting my career as an engineer in a plant assembling wind turbinesin northwest Germany, and kept astronomy as a hobby. But better late thannever, after a year the hobby finally tookover  I had missed physics too muchand decided to become an astrophysicistfor good!Astronomy has the beauty of encompassing almost all fields of physics, whichmakes it much more interesting thansolving the mechanical issues of a windturbine, in my opinion. I did not regret it.I spent a wonderful year while studyingfor a Masters in Astronomy in Paris, Imet some of my best friends there, andmany teachers passed on to me theirenthusiasm for science. Observationalastronomy was what I liked most. Forone of my Masters projects, I observedOrion with an infrared camera mountedon a 40-centimetre telescope during cold
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 inter nights in Meudon on the outskirts
wof Paris! I was however moving in a gooddirection: the little Newtonian telescopefrom my first contact with astronomyhad turned into a decent 40-centimetreCassegrain under a dome with a nitrogencooled detector. The comfort of a warmcontrol room would come later! I wasparticularly attracted by high-angular-resolution astronomy and planetary systems, an area that had developed tremendously in the years since the discoveryof the first exoplanets by direct imagingin 2008. 	I decided to work on a PhD topic closelylinked to the development of a future highcontrast instrument SPHERE (SpectroPolarimetric High-contrast ExoplanetREsearch). At the time, direct imaging ofexoplanets was gaining much attention,but imaging of discs at high-angular resolution from the ground was still trailingbehind, with new observational challengesto face, but also very interesting discphysics to be unveiled. This topic wouldbecome the focus of my research for thenext three years. I studied discs aroundmain sequence stars, called debris discs,because they contain asteroid-like objectscalled planetesimals that collide andgenerate small dust particles that we candetect through scattered stellar light.I moved to Grenoble, where the SPHEREinstrument was being integrated duringthe first year of my PhD. I then spentthe next two years in Chile, thanks to theESO Studentship programme, participating in the on-sky commissioning. MyPhD topic covered simultaneously instrumentation, observations and the physicsof discs and light scattering. Understanding the whole life cycle of astrophysicaldata, from the design of an instrument tothe measurements produced and theirinterpretation is really a plus, and I am verygrateful to my two brilliant advisors, DavidMouillet and Dimitri Mawet, for providingme with guidance during that time.I dedicated much effort to two debrisdiscs,  Pictoris, the first disc resolved inimaging in 1984, and HR4796, a narrowdust ring with peculiar geometric andphysical properties. From the observations obtained with high-contrast instruments, such as NAOSCONICA (NaCo)and SPHERE, I tried to constrain thephysical and chemical properties of the56
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grains. In other words, I tried to deduce
their composition and their shapes andsizes, based on the way they scatter starlight. I also study the overall morphologyof the discs, to discover asymmetriesor dust enhancements that could hint atthe presence of gravitational perturbers,which may be planets that still cannot bedetected with the current instrumentation.I see myself as a geologist of extrasolarsystems, combining my two passionsfor astronomy and Earth sciences. I stillfrequently bother planetary science colleagues to compare our approaches andresults on extrasolar dust on the onehand, and asteroids, comets or Zodiacaldust on the other hand, to better understand exoplanetary systems. During mythesis work in Chile, I liked the scientificenvironment at ESO and loved observations. In addition, Chile is an amazingcountry for a mountain lover and geologyenthusiast like myself. I spent a lot of myfree time climbing mountains or volcanoes and enjoying the landscapes, floraand fauna of the Andes. As a result, whenthe possibility of staying a bit longer for aFellowship occurred, I seized the opportunity and signed up for another coupleof years at ESO as a Fellow.I am now part of the Unit Telescope 3(UT3) team, assigned more specifically toSPHERE. Travelling more regularly to theParanal Observatory, I am very happy towork with all the Paranal crew  astronomer colleagues, engineers and telescope operators  all the people whomake our job possible in this isolatedplace. The silence of the desert and thewonders of the Paranal night sky arean unforgettable experience. Aside frommy observing duties, I keep studying
my preferred debris discs by maintaining
strong links with my colleagues in Europeand the USA. I recently started a surveywith SPHERE to try to understand whydebris disc detections are so scarce inscattered light, whereas about 20 % ofstars host a debris disc if we believe theirinfrared excess. The complementaritybetween my duties on SPHERE and myscience is a great strength and thereason why I appreciate working at ESOduring this exciting time for exoplanetaryscience. I think many discoveries willcome in the near future, and I am veryhappy to be part of this team operatingthis advanced instrument!Adam GinsburgI grew up in Colorado, USA and turnedto astrophysics as the result of a highschool science-fair project on modellingplanetary orbits to search for their habitable zones. Positive experiences in myhigh-school physics class led me to studyastrophysics at Rice University in Houston,Texas. I became interested in repeatedlyexploding stars like Eta Carinae and havesince maintained an interest in beautiful,well-resolved astronomical images. Theflat terrain in Texas led me back to themountains, which, along with the desireto make awesome images of the sky,motivated me to become an observer.After finishing my degree at Rice, I spenta summer in the Research Experience forUndergraduates Program, at the NationalRadio Astronomy Observatory, lookingdeeply into Very Large Array (VLA) data. Ispent the next year travelling and thenworking as a researcher at Denver University, identifying post-asymptotic-giant-Adam Ginsburg
Astronomical News

branch stars in the Spitzer Surveying the
Agents of a Galaxys Evolution (SAGE)survey.In 2007, I began my PhD studies at theUniversity of Colorado. I worked withJohn Bally on observational studies ofmolecular outflows and high-massstar-forming regions. I reduced the datafor the Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey,the first unbiased survey of the GalacticPlane in the millimetre regime, whichdrove my thesis. I found the most interesting aspect of this survey work waswhat we didnt see, which led to the conclusion that the most massive clustersprobably do not have a starless stagebefore they form: instead, they growby consuming material from a large,spread-out molecular cloud or by themerger of smaller subclusters.One of the recurring themes in my workhas been the creation and improvement
of the computational tools needed to do
astronomical research. As an undergraduate I learned about the Image Reductionand Analysis Facility (IRAF), which isan extremely powerful toolkit with a sometimes clunky interface. While writing alarge data reduction pipeline as a student,I became involved in the Astropy Project,which has made a huge suite of toolsavailable and accessible.After my PhD, I came to ESO in Garchingas a Fellow. I am involved in the ALMARegional Centre, where my duties involveboth observing and software development. Working with a small internationalcollaboration, I have developed a suiteof tools for use with ALMA data1. Duringthe first year of my Fellowship, I dedicated most of my effort to producing alarge 300-hour survey of the CentralMolecular Zone of the Galaxy with theAtacama Pathfinder EXplorer (APEX) telescope. I used this data to measure the
temperature of the Galactic Centres
densest gas, and we found that it wasuniformly warmer than observed elsewhere in the Galaxy.I have continued my observational projects on the study of the structure andproperties of high-mass clusters, whichare some of the most active regions inthe present-day Universe, and of theGalactic Centre. These objects also represent the most visually striking featureson the sky, but they can only be observedin the radio. As I will soon move on fromESO, I look forward to continuing my workwith ALMA and other radio telescopesto understand the nature of star formationand the origin of high-mass stars.Links1
 oftware tools for radio astronomy:
Sradio-astro-tools.github.ioPersonnel Movements

Arrivals (1 January31 March 2016)

Departures (1 January31 March 2016)
EuropeBouchtita, Sonia (FR)	Frster, Andreas (DE)	Gonzalez Fernandez, Ariadna Irene (ES)	Kosmalski, Johan Pierre-Dominique (FR)	Mroczkowski, Anthony (US)		Tulloch, Simon Mark (UK)	Zivkov, Viktor (DE)	
EuropeAccountantOptical EngineerStudentOptical EngineerAstronomer/SubmillimetreInstrument ScientistDetector EngineerStudent
ChileGuieu, Sylvain (FR)	Neumann, Justus (DE)	Ramirez, Jorge (CL)	

Finger, Gert (AT)	
Guerou, Adrien (FR)	Rodn, Javier Adrin (AR)	Applied PhysicistStudentFellow
ChileOptical PhysicistStudentElectronic Engineer

Ertel, Steve (DE)	
Hill, Tracey (AU)	FellowFellow
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ESOEuropean Organisationfor AstronomicalResearch in theSouthern Hemisphere

ESO Studentship Programme 2016/2017
The research studentship programme of the European Southern Observatoryprovides an outstanding opportunity for PhD students to experience theexciting scientific environment at one of the worlds leading observatories fora period of up to two years.ESO is the foremost intergovernmental astronomy organisation in Europe.Its approximately 110 staff astronomers, 40 Fellows and 50 PhD studentsconduct frontline research in fields ranging from exoplanets to cosmology,offering one of the most vibrant and stimulating scientific settings anywherein the world.ESOs studentship positions are open to students enrolled in a PhD programme in astronomy or related fields. Students accepted into the programmework on their doctoral project under the formal supervision of their homeu niversity, but they come to ESO to work and study under the co-supervisionof an ESO staff astronomer, normally for a period of between one and twoyears. Studentships may be hosted either at ESO Headquarters in Garching(Germany) or at ESOs offices in Santiago (Chile), where up to two positionsper year are provided for students enrolled in South American universities.Applicants and their home institute supervisors should agree upon and coordinate their research project jointly with their prospective ESO supervisor.For this purpose the ESO supervisor should be contacted well in advance ofthe application deadlines (1 May and 15 November 2016). A list of potentialESO supervisors and their research interests can be found at http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/personnel.html. A list of PhD projects currently being offeredby ESO staff is available at http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/thesis-topics.html.ESO Chile students have the opportunity to visit the observatories and toget involved in small technical projects aimed at giving insights into the observatory operations and instrumentation. Such involvement is also stronglyencouraged for Garching students. In addition, students in Garching mayattend and benefit from the series of lectures delivered in the framework ofthe International Max-Planck Research School on Astrophysics. ESO studentshave also the possibility to join in many outreach activities.Students who are already enrolled in a PhD programme in the Munich area(e.g., at the International Max-Planck Research School on Astrophysics ora Munich University) and who wish to apply for an ESO studentship inG arching, should provide a compelling justification for their application.If you are interested in enhancing your PhD experience through an extendedstay at ESO, then please apply by completing the web application form available at http://jobs.eso.org/.Please include the following documents in your application: a cover letter; a Curriculum Vitae, including a list of publications, if any; copies of your university transcript and certificate(s) or diploma(s); a summary of your masters thesis project (if applicable) and ongoingp rojects, indicating the title and the supervisor (maximum half a page); a n outline of the proposed PhD project, highlighting the advantages ofcoming to ESO (recommended one page, maximum two);58
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 the names and contact details of your home institute supervisor and theESO local supervisor. They will be automatically invited to submit a recommendation letter, however, applicants are strongly advised to trigger theseinvitations (using the web application form) well in advance of the application deadline; a letter from the home institute that: i) guarantees financial support forthe remaining PhD period after the termination of the ESO studentship; ii)indicates whether the prerequisites to obtain the PhD degree at the homeinstitute have already been met.All documents should be typed in English (but no translation is required forthe certificates and diplomas).Depending on the number of available positions, there might be up to twoapplication rounds per year, with closing dates for applications of 1 May 2016and 15 November 2016. Review of the application documents, includingthe recommendation letters, begins immediately following the deadline.Incomplete or late applications will not be considered.Candidates will be notified of the results of the selection process within twomonths following the deadline. Studentships considered in the May round willnormally begin between August 2016 and March 2017; students for theNovember round in MarchAugust 2017.Further informationFor more information about the studentship programme please see:http://www.eso.org/studentship.For a list of current ESO staff and fellows, and their research interests, pleasesee: http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/personnel.html.A list of PhD projects currently being offered by ESO staff can be found at:http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/thesis-topics.html.Details on the employment conditions and benefits are available at:http://www.eso.org/public/jobs/conditions/students/.For any additional questions, please contact:For Garching: Eric Emsellem, Tel. +49 89 32006914,email: eric.emsellem@eso.org.For Chile: Claudio De Figueiredo Melo, Tel. +56 2 4633032,email: cmelo@eso.org.Although recruitment preference will be given to nationals of ESO MemberStates (Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France,Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom), and, for Chile, to students enrolled in a SouthAmerican university, no nationality is in principle excluded.The post is equally open to suitably qualified female and male applicants.
Annual IndexESO/APEX/ATLASGAL consortium/NASA/GLIMPSE consortium/ESA/Planck

A detail of part of the APEX Telescope Large Area
Survey of the Galaxy (ATLASGAL) image of theGalactic Plane around longitude 345 degrees. Seethe image on p. 3031 for a view of the GalacticCentre from ATLASGAL. The Plane crosses themiddle of the field and the Galactic latitude extent+/ 1.6 degrees is shown. At higher latitude (upper)the prominent ring feature is IC 4628 and atnegative latitude the brightest emission regionis RCW117. Both are H II regions enclosing areasof high-mass star formation, and IC 4628 isexcited by the B-type star HDE 322417. SeeRelease eso1606 for more details.
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Star trails in and beyond
the antenna of the (nowdecommissioned)SwedishESO Submillimetre Telescope (SEST)at La Silla, with the 3.6metre telescope domein the background.
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Star trails towards the south celestial
pole circle around Yepun, VLT UnitTelescope 4.
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Front cover: The barred spiral (SBab) galaxy, NGC 986, is
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